such as encoding task, that produces different effects on the two kinds of test. For example, reading aloud a visually presented word usually results in superior performance, relative to generating a word from a cue, on a subsequent masked word identification test or a stem completion test, whereas the opposite result is found when a direct test of memory is used (Blaxton, 1989; Jacoby, 1983; Winnick & Daniel, 1970) . These results support the view that performance on certain indirect tests is determined by unconscious or automatic influences of memory on perceptual processing, and that certain direct tests involve conscious recollection of conceptual processing operations (Blaxton, 1989; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987a; Roediger, Weldon, & Challis, 1989) .
A disadvantage of the task-dissociation logic is that it relies on the assumption that tasks are purely determined either by controlled or by automatic memory processes. Thus, finding that generation of a target word from a semantic cue enhances performance on a subsequent perceptual indirect test of memory is taken as evidence that this indirect test involves some degree of automatic conceptual processing (e.g., Masson & MacLeod, 1992; . Similarly, the observation that a deep versus shallow level of processing manipulation at study affects the amount of priming on a subsequent perceptual indirect test implies that automatic influences of conceptual processing operate during the test (e.g., Challis & Brodbeck, 1992) . The potential problem with these conclusions is that both controlled and automatic influences of memory could contribute to the enhancement associated with conceptual encoding tasks, even when a task dissociation is obtained (Dunn & Kirsner, 1988) . It could be that these self-generation and levels-of-processing effects are both due to conscious recollection during the indirect test, rather than to automatic influences of memory for prior conceptual processing.
The Process-Dissociation Procedure Jacoby (1991) argued that the assumption that direct and indirect tests of memory are pure measures of controlled and automatic influences of memory, respectively, does not generally hold. Rather, it is more likely that performance on either type of test is jointly determined by controlled and automatic influences of memory.
To separate these influences, Jacoby developed the process-dissociation procedure, in which these two memory processes are assumed to operate independently. Under this assumption, quantitative estimates of controlled and automatic processes can be obtained by having subjects attempt to recall items they had studied previously. In one condition, subjects are instructed to respond with a recalled item, whereas in another condition they are instructed not to respond with a recalled item. Toth, Reingold, and Jacoby (1994) and Jacoby, Toth, and Yonelinas (1993) applied the processdissociation procedure in their examination of the effects of level of processing and of perceptual versus conceptual encoding tasks on word-stem completion performance. Some stems were tested under inclusion instructions that directed subjects to complete a stem by recalling from the study list a word that fit the stem. If no studied item could be recalled, the subject was instructed to complete the stem with the first word that came to mind. Other stems were completed under exclusion instructions that also directed subjects to attempt to recall the studied word that fit the stem, but that further told them not to give that word as a completion. Rather, they were to complete the stem with a word that was not recalled as being on the study list.
On the assumption that controlled and automatic influences of memory operate independently, subjects should complete a stem with a studied item on inclusion trials either if it comes to mind through controlled influence (with probability C) or, given the failure of the controlled influence (1 -C), if the item comes to mind automatically (with probability A). Thus, the probability of completing a stem with the target word from the study list under inclusion instructions is expressed as: I = C + A(1 -C). On exclusion trials, subjects should use a studied item only if it comes forward automatically and without conscious recollection. If an item is recalled from the study list, the subject should not give it as a response. Therefore, the probability of completing a stem with a studied word on exclusion trails is: E = A(1 -C). Estimates of the amount of controlled and automatic influences (C and A) can be derived using the I and E values obtained from subjects' stem completion performance.
In particular, C = I -E, and A = E/(1 -C).
Using the process-dissociation procedure, Toth et al. (1994) and Jacoby et al. (1993) showed that the estimate of controlled retrieval, C, was greater for words that had been encoded by generating them from a semantic cue or by solving an anagram than for words that were read. The reverse was true for the estimate of the automatic influence of memory, A. The opposite effect of encoding task on estimates of C and A supports the assumption that controlled and automatic influences of memory operate independently in the stem completion task and constitutes a "process dissociation," rather than a between-task dissociation. Moreover, the A estimates for generated and anagram items were not reliably different from the probability of providing target completions for stems whose completions had not been studied.
This pattern of results supported the conclusion that automatic influences of memory for prior encoding episodes affected stem completion only through perceptual processes; the influence of prior conceptual processing on this test was deemed to operate only through conscious recollection. In the next sections we examine the evidence justifying the assumption of independence made by Toth et al. and by Jacoby et al. , and then we reconsider the conclusion regarding the influence of conceptual processing on stem completion performance.
Independence or Redundancy?
A number of researchers have questioned the assumptions underlying the process-dissociation procedure, particularly the assumption that controlled and automatic influences of memory operate independently (Curran & Hintzman, 1995 Joordens & Merikle, 1993; Richardson-Klavehn, Gardiner, & Java, 1996) . The validity of the C and A estimates derived from the independence equations depend on that assumption. Jacoby has emphasized that for the independence assumption to hold, instructions must encourage subjects to use a direct-retrieval recall strategy whereby the stem is used as a cue to recall a studied word on both inclusion and exclusion trials (e.g., Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby, Begg, & Toth, 1997; Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997; Toth, Reingold, & Jacoby, 1995) . In contrast, if subjects complete stems by generating potential completions and performing a recognition check on these completions, then a generate-recognize strategy is said to be engaged. In this case, consciously recognized completions will be a subset of those completions that are automatically generated, producing a relationship of redundancy between C and A that violates the assumption of independence and thus renders invalid the estimates produced by the independence equations.
To demonstrate that subjects have not used a generate-recognize strategy, two tests are typically performed. The first involves showing that completion of stems in the baseline condition (completions for these stems had not been studied) is equally likely when the stems appear under inclusion or exclusion instructions. If a generate-recognize strategy is in effect, a lower probability of completing stems should be observed under exclusion instructions because of occasional false recognition of nonstudied completions. Second, it must be shown that the A estimates do not fall below the baseline completion rate. Estimates of A should be liable to drop below baseline if a recognition process were operating because completions that come to mind automatically would often be recognized as old and would be withheld, leading to floor performance under exclusion instructions and artifactually low estimates of A. These two comparisons comprise the test for a generate-recognize signature. The presence of the signature precludes interpretation of C and A estimates, whereas its absence has been taken as support for the assumption that a direct retrieval strategy was applied by subjects (e.g., Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby et al., 1993; Toth et al., 1994) .
Evidence for the diagnosticity of this signature comes from a series of word-stem completion experiments reported by Jacoby (1998) . The purpose of these experiments was to test the possibility that a generate-recognize strategy had been used by subjects in experiments by Curran and Hintzman (1995) . In those experiments, Curran and Hintzman applied the independence equations and found a "paradoxical" dissociation in which increasing study time increased estimates of C but decreased estimates of A. Jacoby showed that groups of subjects given direct-retrieval instructions produced characteristic independence results in which manipulations of full versus divided attention and 1-s versus 10-s study duration affected estimates of C but not A.
Groups given generate-recognize instructions, in contrast, produced both aspects of the generate-recognize signature and a paradoxical dissociation of C and A like that obtained by Curran and Hintzman. These results led Jacoby to suggest that the violations of independence reported by Curran and Hintzman were due to a violation of conditions that must be met to validly apply the independence equations.
Although Hintzman (1995, 1997) argued that subjects in stem completion experiments typically use a generate-recognize strategy, the absence of generate-recognize signatures across multiple experiments that reveal dissociations between C and A seems to provide a strong case for concluding that C and A are independent (e.g., see tables reported in Jacoby, 1998 , Jacoby, Begg, & Toth, 1997 , and Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997 . Particularly impressive are demonstrations of invariance in A under conditions hypothesized and shown to have an effect on estimates of C, such as divided versus full attention at study (Jacoby, 1996 (Jacoby, , 1998 Jacoby et al., 1993) , fast versus slow responding at test (e.g., Toth, 1996; Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1994) , and comparisons between older and younger adults (Jacoby, Jennings, & Hay, 1996) .
Moreover, Jacoby (1998) constructed direct-retrieval and generate-recognize versions of a multinomial model to account for stem completion data he obtained under instructions that were intended to induce either directretrieval or generate-recognize strategies. In fitting these two models to the data, Jacoby restricted the A parameter to be invariant across manipulations of dividing attention and study duration. He found that the direct-retrieval model provided a good fit to data obtained when subjects were given direct-retrieval instructions, but a poor fit to data obtained when subjects were given generate-recognize instructions. The reverse pattern of fits was obtained with the generate-recognize model. These results indicate that subjects can adopt either of these two approaches to the stem completion task, depending on how they are instructed, and that application of the independence equations is appropriate only when direct retrieval is induced.
An Alternative Generate-Recognize Model
Taken together, demonstrations of a characteristic generate-recognize signature when instructions encourage use of this strategy, findings of invariance in estimates of A across manipulations that affect estimates of C when direct-retrieval instructions are used, and the multinomial model fits reported by Jacoby (1998) provide evidence that subjects can be induced to use a direct-retrieval strategy that accommodates the assumption of independence. We propose, however, that a variant of the generate-recognize model, different from that considered by Jacoby (1998) , may better characterize the processes that operate in the stem completion task, even when direct-retrieval instructions are used. This possibility is important because it implies that estimates of C and A obtained using the independence equations may not be valid when the stem completion task is used.
The generate-recognize model proposed by Jacoby and Hollingshead (1990) as a means of accounting for performance in direct and indirect versions of the wordstem completion task was based on the assumption that generation processes were the same in both versions of the test. In addition, it was proposed that the direct test (using the stem as a recall cue) includes a recognition check that is applied to candidate completions. It was this generate-recognize model that motivated the instructions used by Jacoby (1998) in the generaterecognize instructional condition of his experiments and that was captured in his generate-recognize multinomial model. Weldon and Colston (1995) , however, showed that the generation stage of stem completion can be different for direct and indirect test conditions if contextual information is made available. They found that under direct test instructions, subjects were more likely to generate a studied completion if the stem was tested in the presence of the same context word that had appeared with the completion during study. The indirect test was not sensitive to this manipulation.
The Weldon and Colston (1995) result indicates that generation of stem completions varies as a function of the stimulus-instruction ensemble.
Given this outcome, we suggest a modification of the Jacoby and Hollingshead (1990) generate-recognize model, one that assumes that generation processes can be affected by the availability of contextual information and instructions to use that information in a particular way. Thus, direct and indirect stem completion tests, for example, may differ both in generation processes and with respect to whether or not a recognition check is performed. This proposal is consistent with the production-evaluation account of memory developed by Whittlesea (1997) , in which production of a mental event (e.g., the coming to mind of a stem completion) is guided by the memory representations cued by the stimulus-instruction ensemble.
In the production-evaluation account, however, the feeling of "pastness" associated with that mental event is not a direct consequence of the event's occurrence. Rather, that feeling is the result of evaluating the fluency of the interaction that produced the mental event. The relatively high degree of fluency that is likely to be associated with producing a studied completion is experienced as a feeling of familiarity and is attributed to past occurrence. Thus, the production of a mental event and the subsequent evaluation of that production correspond respectively to the generate and recognize components of the generate-recognize model.
This production-evaluation account of stem completion differs from the independence model advanced by Jacoby and his colleagues (e.g., Jacoby, 1998; Toth et al., 1994) in that conscious influences of memory, defined as awareness of past occurrence, operate after a completion has been generated, not as one of two independent means of generating a completion (the other being automatic influences). There is, of course, potential in the productionevaluation account for intention to remember to guide the production of a completion by influencing the constellation of cues used to make contact with memory for prior episodes (as per Weldon & Colston, 1995) . But even in this case, the subject's experience of pastness is an attribution that follows the generation of the completion.
If a generate-recognize process like that described here were to operate even when subjects are given directretrieval instructions such as those used by Jacoby (1998) , it might be expected that the generate-recognize signature described above would be found. It might also be expected that process dissociations involving changes in estimates of C but not A, that support the independence assumption, would be unlikely. We propose, however, that if subjects adopt a strict criterion for withholding generated completions when applying a recognition check as part of a generate-recognize procedure, there would be very few false recognitions and the difference in baseline performance across inclusion and exclusion conditions would likely be too small to detect. 1 Moreover, a strict criterion for withholding completions would potentially prevent exclusion scores from going so low as to produce estimates of automatic influences that fall below the baseline completion rate. The experiments reported here test these proposals.
_____________________________________________
1 In using the term "criterion," we do not mean to imply that a recognition decision is necessarily based on a single dimension such as familiarity. It might be based on various sources of evidence, such as those that are assumed to support classification of a recognition response as "remember" versus "know" (e.g., Gardiner, 1988) .
Demonstrations of invariance of estimates of A obtained under manipulations that strongly affect estimates of C provide support for the independence model, but are potentially consistent with a generaterecognize model as well. For instance, manipulations such as divided attention that reduce controlled processing are likely to produce numerically higher exclusion scores as well as numerically lower inclusion scores. If the rise in exclusion and drop in inclusion scores occur symmetrically then little or no change in the A estimate may be observed (e.g., Hirshman, 1998) , regardless of the strategy subjects used to complete the stems. Moreover, we present later in this article a multinomial generate-recognize model similar to that used by Jacoby (1998) , and show that it can fit data that include paradoxical dissociations between estimates of C and A like those reported by Curran and Hintzman (1995) , as well as data in which C systematically changes but A changes little or not at all. The latter result demonstrates that although the independence model is supported by finding a dissociation in which the estimate of C changes and A is invariant, this dissociation can also be consistent with a generaterecognize model.
Conceptual Automaticity Revisited
If a generate-recognize process were used by subjects in the stem completion task, even under direct-retrieval instructions, the validity of the estimates of C and A that are generated using the independence equations, and the validity of the conclusions that are drawn from them, are questionable. Of particular interest are the results by Toth et al. (1994) and Jacoby et al. (1993) described above, in which conceptual encoding operations that did not involve perception of an intact version of the target word increased estimates of C, but decreased estimates of A , relative to an encoding task in which clearly viewed targets were read aloud. These results led to the conclusion that perceptual overlap completely determines automatic influences of memory on the stem completion test. If a generate-recognize process provides a more accurate characterization of how the stem completion task is carried out, however, items encoded with conceptual processing would be especially likely to be recognized and hence omitted on exclusion trials.
This increase in recognition of studied completions might not produce an offsetting increase in inclusion performance.
The result would be an underestimation of the automatic influence of memory (and an overestimation of controlled influence) following conceptual encoding conditions.
A similar argument has been raised in an account that emphasizes a distinction between retrieval volition and awareness of prior occurrence (Richardson-Klavehn & Gardiner, 1995 Richardson-Klavehn, Gardiner, & Java, 1994; . These researchers proposed that the process-dissociation procedure equates direct retrieval with conscious memory and automatic retrieval with unconscious memory, and in doing so fails to account for the possibility that awareness of prior occurrence can occur in the absence of direct retrieval (see also Graf & Komatsu, 1994) . That is, an item may come to mind automatically (without direct retrieval) but be involuntarily accompanied or followed by awareness of the item's previous appearance on the study list, a process Richardson-Klavehn et al. (1994 refer to as involuntary conscious memory. This awareness can serve as a basis for withholding the item on exclusion trials. Moreover, involuntary conscious memory is argued to be especially likely to follow conceptual encoding.
Although do not consider their account to be compatible with a generaterecognize model, the parallel between these two ideas has been noted by others (Jacoby, 1998; . The major difference between the accounts seems to be that in a generate-recognize model, recognition is voluntary, whereas the involuntary conscious memory notion suggests that recognition can also be involuntary.
Another concern raised by Richardson-Klavehn et al.--that a generate-recognize model allows the subject to be both conscious and unconscious of an item's past occurrence at the same time--is obviated by a two-stage generate-recognize model, such as that proposed here, in which recognition (awareness of past occurrence) occurs after an item is generated. Regardless of their differences, however, both accounts predict that conceptual encoding may produce underestimates of A in the process-dissociation procedure.
The generate-recognize and involuntary conscious memory accounts challenge the Toth et al. (1994) and Jacoby et al. (1993) conclusion that generating target words (from semantic cues or anagrams) makes no contribution to automatic influences of memory in the stem completion task. By these accounts, conceptual encoding enhances the probability of awareness of a completion's prior occurrence (through increased recognition or involuntary conscious memory) without substantially increasing the likelihood that the completion will be generated in the first place. The resulting estimates of A will be reduced as a direct function of the frequency with which that awareness occurs. Therefore, a comparison of generate and read encoding tasks is likely to create a disadvantage for generate items in estimates of A because awareness of prior occurrence should occur more frequently for these items than for read items. It is even possible that estimates of A for items in the generate task can be artifactually pushed to values near the baseline completion rate for nonstudied targets, leading to the conclusion that conceptual encoding makes no contribution at all to A in the stem completion task (e.g., Toth et al., 1994) .
The importance of this conclusion led us to test the possibility that subjects in the Toth et al. (1994) and Jacoby et al. (1993) experiments may have been using an undetected generate-recognize strategy that resulted in an underestimation of automatic influences, particularly following conceptual encoding. The logic of the experiments reported here was as follows. If conceptual encoding makes awareness of prior occurrence more likely (thereby reducing completion rates under exclusion instructions), and if subjects use a generaterecognize strategy, then adding a conceptual processing component to an encoding task that is primarily datadriven should affect the C and A estimates computed from the independence equations. In particular, relative to estimates obtained from a purely data-driven version of that encoding task, the estimate of A should be reduced, and the estimate of C should increase, because subjects would become more sensitive to prior occurrence. This prediction is consistent with Russo, Cullis, and Parkin's (1998) finding that semantic encoding of words relative to nonsemantic encoding increased estimates of C but reduced estimates of A in a word fragment completion task. In contrast to this prediction, if C and A reflect two independent retrieval operations, as the process-dissociation procedure assumes, and if A is driven only by prior perceptual encoding, then supplemental conceptual processing should increase the estimate of C but should have no effect on the estimate of A.
To test these claims, three encoding tasks were used in the present experiments. The generate and read tasks were very similar to those used by Toth et al. (1994) and provided an opportunity to replicate their findings (see also, Reingold, 1995) . The third task, which we refer to as the associate task, required subjects to read a word, then to say aloud the first word that came to mind (typically a related word). The first part of this task is identical to the read task, whereas the associate part is assumed to add an elaborative conceptual processing operation. Thus, the perceptual encoding operations should be the same in the associate and read tasks, whereas the associate task should involve substantially more conceptual processing than the read task. The major question addressed by the experiments was how the elaborative conceptual encoding involved in the associate task would influence the estimates of C and A produced by the process-dissociation procedure, relative to the other two encoding tasks. If it is found that the conceptually encoded associate items lead to substantially lower estimates of A than do read items, then prior conceptual processing must be exerting an influence on the estimation of A, but in a paradoxical way like that reported by Curran and Hintzman (1995) . This result would raise doubts about the validity of the A estimate obtained for the conceptually encoded generate items as well.
Finally, because the absence of a generate-recognize signature has been advocated as significant evidence that subjects have adhered to the assumptions of processdissociation logic, these experiments also constituted a test of the validity of that signature. Jacoby (1998) argued that the retrieval orientation dictated by the instructions used in inclusion and exclusion conditions determines whether a direct-retrieval or a generaterecognize strategy is adopted by subjects. Jacoby's generate-recognize exclusion instructions, however, also more strongly encouraged subjects to withhold any completions that may have been studied than did his direct-retrieval exclusion instructions. In the present experiments, we attempted to show that the setting of this exclusion criterion--rather than the instructed retrieval orientation--plays the primary role in determining whether a generate-recognize signature is observed. Moreover, we suspected that a generaterecognize strategy could operate even in the absence of its signature.
Experiment 1
The goal of our first experiment was to test whether a generate-recognize signature would appear in a replication of Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) if the exclusion instructions induced subjects to be more likely to reject potential stem completions. If subjects were reluctant to offer completions on exclusion trials, false recognition might produce a difference between inclusion and exclusion baselines.
Moreover, recognition based on familiarity might produce floor exclusion scores for studied items, particularly following conceptual encoding.
To test these possibilities, we used the read and generate tasks of Toth et al. as well as an associate task. Following an encoding phase in which items were presented in one of these three encoding tasks, a stem completion test was given. Half of the stems were cued to be completed under inclusion instructions and half were cued for completion under exclusion instructions. These instructions were modeled after those used by Toth et al. (as were those used by Russo et al., 1998) , with the important exception that our exclusion instructions more emphatically cautioned subjects against offering studied completions. Jacoby's (1998) generate-recognize instructions differed from his direct-retrieval instructions both with respect to retrieval orientation and the exclusion criterion, yet the characteristic generate-recognize pattern that resulted was attributed to the change in retrieval orientation. If retrieval orientation dictates whether or not a generate-recognize signature is found, as argued by Jacoby, then we should not find that signature in Experiment 1 because our instructions encouraged the same retrieval orientation as those used by Toth et al. (1994) . In addition, we should replicate the Toth et al. pattern of results for read and generate items. Finally, if automatic influences on the stem completion task are purely perceptual, we should find that the automatic influence of memory is the same for the perceptually equivalent read and associate items.
Alternatively, if exclusion criterion rather than retrieval orientation is the crucial factor that determines whether subjects use a generate-recognize strategy then we should find a generate-recognize signature in this experiment even though our instructions encouraged the use of the same retrieval orientation as the Toth et al. (1994) instructions.
In particular, with increased willingness to withhold completions suspected of having been studied, exclusion scores and the A estimate for the conceptually encoded generate items should be lower than in Toth et al. We should also find that exclusion scores and the A estimate for associate items are lower than for read items because of the conceptual component of encoding in the associate condition.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four undergraduate students at the University of Victoria participated for extra credit in an introductory psychology course. Their median age was 19 years. No subject took part in more than one of the reported experiments.
Materials and design. The critical target items were 168 five-letter words in the frequency range of 1-200 (Kuc era & Francis, 1967) . The generation cues for these items were sentences ranging from 4 to 15 words in length, and the target was usually the last word in the sentence (e.g., The pizza had a very thin c----). Except for eight of the critical targets and cues, and the twelve practice targets and cues, the materials were the same as those used by Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) .
For each subject, 28 critical and 2 practice items were randomly assigned to each of the three encoding tasks: generate, read, or associate. The remaining 84 critical and 6 practice items were assigned to the baseline condition (i.e., were not studied). In the test phase, a randomly selected half of the critical and practice items for each encoding task were tested under inclusion instructions and the other half were tested under exclusion instructions.
Procedure. Subjects were tested individually in a single session lasting about 60 min. Instructions and stimulus materials were presented using a Macintosh II computer attached to two monitors. The monitors were arranged so that the subject and the experimenter could each view one monitor.
In the study phase, subjects were given six blocks of trials. One block for each of the three encoding tasks was presented, then that sequence of tasks was presented a second time in the same order, using a different set of items, for the remaining three blocks. Task order was counterbalanced so that each task appeared equally often in each position across subjects. The subject read an instruction screen for the first block of trials for each task. The experimenter then reviewed the instructions and answered any questions that arose. These blocks began with two practice items followed by 14 randomly ordered critical items. On the second block for each task, the instructions were shown again and the subject was reminded which task he or she was about to perform. For this second pass through the encoding tasks, blocks of 14 randomly ordered critical trials were shown without practice items.
In the read task, each target word was presented in the center of the subject's monitor and the subject read it aloud. In the associate task, each target was displayed as in the read task. The subject read the word aloud, then reported the first word that came to mind aloud. In the generate task, a target's generation cue appeared at the center of the monitor and the subject attempted to provide the target word aloud. When subjects could not think of an appropriate completion, or when they gave an incorrect completion and could not think of the appropriate one, the correct answer was verbally provided by the experimenter. The target word appeared in full form on the experimenter's monitor on every trial to guide scoring of the subject's responses.
The test phase began immediately after the study phase with presentation of instructions based on those used by Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) . On inclusion trials, subjects were given direct-retrieval instructions telling them to "use the stem as a cue to recall" a word from the study phase. The exclusion instructions told subjects to "Complete as many of the stems as possible, but do not use an earlier-presented word." Our exclusion instructions, like those used by Toth et al., did not explicitly encourage direct retrieval.
The intention of our rewording of their exclusion instructions was to encourage subjects more carefully to guard against responding with studied completions than was the case in the instructions used by Toth et al. The instructions we used appear in complete form in Appendix A.
Subjects read the test phase instructions on their own, then the experimenter read them to the subject and answered any questions that arose. Presentation of inclusion and exclusion trials was mixed in a random sequence. To indicate the type of trial, the phrase "USE OLD WORD" (inclusion task) or "USE NEW WORD" (exclusion task) was presented above the word stem just prior to the stem's appearance. Stems were presented as the first three letters of a target word, followed by two hyphens indicating that two letters were to be chosen to complete a five-letter word (e.g., cru--). For each target, the subject was asked to provide an appropriate completion, excluding plurals and proper nouns. Trials were paced by the experimenter's scoring of the subject's oral responses. Each subject was presented 12 practice trials in random order (six inclusion and six exclusion), followed by a random ordering of 84 inclusion and 84 exclusion trials. Half of the stems fit studied words and the other half fit only nonstudied words. Each stem was unique within the experiment, but allowed more than one possible completion. A short break was provided after every 42 critical trials.
Results and Discussion
For all experiments, the Type I error rate for statistical analyses was set at .05, and the proportions of target completions for generate items were conditionalized on correct generation at study. Conditionalized scores were used to be consistent with Toth et al. (1994) and out of concern that generate items corrected at study might have been particularly memorable. The proportion of generate study trials in Experiment 1 on which the correct target word was generated was .81. 
On the test trials, subjects were sometimes unable to produce a completion that met the task constraints. In these cases they were allowed to say "pass" and move on to the next trial. The proportion of trials on which subjects passed in each experiment reported here is shown in Appendix B. It is noteworthy that for baseline items pass responses on inclusion and exclusion trials occurred with similar frequency, but pass responses were substantially higher on exclusion trials for studied items (particularly for generate and associate items).
That difference, which was consistently observed across experiments, suggests that when subjects generated a studied word on an exclusion trial they often were unable to produce an alternative completion, thus forcing them to pass (see Smith & Tindell, 1997) . This pattern was also obtained in Experiments 2 and 4. No other pattern of interest was found in pass responses except for Experiment 6, so no further comment on this measure is made until the presentation of that experiment. Table 1 presents the proportion of stems completed with target items on inclusion and exclusion trials separately for each encoding condition. Inclusion performance for read and generate items in Experiment 1 was similar to that reported by Toth et al. (1994) , suggesting that subjects in both studies benefited similarly from the encoding tasks and reacted in similar ways to the wording of inclusion instructions. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that the associate task, which was not used by Toth et al., led to higher inclusion scores than did the read task, F(1, 23) = 6.09, MSE = .012, indicating that associate items benefited from the elaborative conceptual processing they received relative to read items.
The exclusion instructions used here were intended to set the same retrieval orientation as those used by Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) , but were also intended to make subjects less willing to offer studied completions on exclusion trials. The exclusion scores shown in Table 1 are numerically much lower than those reported by Toth et al., indicating that our manipulation of exclusion criterion had the expected effect. Moreover, the mean exclusion score for associate items was near floor, with 11 out of 24 subjects scoring zero (i.e., perfect exclusion).
The low proportion of target completions given on exclusion trials for associate items is suggestive of a generate-recognize strategy (Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby, Begg, & Toth, 1997; Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997) . To test this possibility, we compared target completion rates for baseline items under inclusion and exclusion instructions. The difference in completion rates, favoring the inclusion condition, approached significance, F(1, 23) = 3.35, MSE = .005, p = .08. This tendency is consistent with the presence of a generate-recognize strategy.
A second element of the signature of a generaterecognize strategy is estimates of A that fall below the baseline completion rate. Estimates of A and C were calculated using the independence equations and are shown in Table 1 . ANOVAs revealed that the A estimates for generate items and associate items were both reliably lower than baseline, F(1, 23) = 9.54, MSE = .014, and F(1, 23) = 26.18, MSE = .015, respectively. These results provide strong support for the conclusion that subjects were using a generaterecognize strategy in Experiment 1.
Despite our use of the same materials and procedure, as well as instructions encouraging the same retrieval orientation, we did not replicate the relatively high probability of responding with studied completions under exclusion instructions that was obtained by Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) . The evidence that subjects used a generate-recognize strategy further indicates that estimates of C and A obtained using the independence equations are not valid in this case. As a result, we do not report any further comparisons involving C and A estimates in this experiment. In addition, because of the high amount of data loss that would result, we do not report analyses based only on data from subjects showing nonzero exclusion performance, as is often done to avoid underestimating A and overestimating C (e.g., Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby et al., 1993) .
Our finding of very low target completion rates under exclusion instructions is not unprecedented. Following elaborative encoding, Russo et al. (1998, Experiment 1 ) also failed to obtain target completion rates under exclusion instructions that were as high as those found by Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 1) . We suspect that low completion rates obtained by Russo et al., like those found here, are due to exclusion instructions that lead subjects frequently to withhold studied and sometimes even nonstudied completions.
The finding that the A estimates for associate and generate items were below baseline suggests that subjects in Experiment 1 engaged a generate-recognize strategy in conjunction with an exclusion criterion that made them less likely to offer target completions on exclusion trials. Thus, a comparison of Experiment 1 with Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) suggests that it is the stringency of the recognition criterion that leads to exclusion rather than the retrieval orientation that modulates whether a generate-recognize signature is observed. In the context of the stem completion task, it may not be possible to deter subjects from using a generate-recognize strategy. Therefore, we suspect that subjects in Experiment 2 of Toth et al. (1994) may also have used a generate-recognize strategy, even though that strategy was neither explicitly encouraged by the instructions nor detected through the generate-recognize signature. Our second experiment put this possibility to the test by attempting to show that use of generaterecognize exclusion instructions that also encourage subjects more selectively to withhold stem completions will paradoxically eliminate the generate-recognize signature found here with direct-retrieval instructions and at the same time replicate the Toth et al. results.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we made a second attempt to replicate the results of Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) for read and generate conditions so that we could examine how the associate condition behaves in comparison to those conditions. Our goal was to test the possibility that a generate-recognize strategy can be used by subjects even when the signature of that strategy is absent. We reasoned that it should be possible to eliminate the signature of this strategy, and thereby replicate the Toth et al. results, if instructions made subjects less likely to withhold target completions on exclusion trials.
To test this hypothesis, the exclusion instructions used in Experiment 2 directed subjects to reject potential completions only if they were sure that they had been studied. The intention was to induce a generaterecognize strategy while making subjects more likely to respond with studied completions on exclusion trials so that exclusion scores would be similar to those found by Toth et al. With higher target completion rates under exclusion instructions, estimates of A for the encoding tasks that involve conceptual operations should move closer to baseline completion rates, rather than falling below baseline.
This result would eliminate one component of the generate-recognize signature. At the same time, because of the exclusion criterion set by the instructions, subjects should rarely withhold nonstudied completions under exclusion instructions. Therefore, even though subjects are instructed to use a generate-recognize strategy, the signature baseline difference should also be absent.
If we obtain the Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) pattern of inclusion and exclusion scores for read and generate items, and if the generate-recognize signature is absent, it would mean either that our subjects used direct retrieval despite being given generate-recognize exclusion instructions, or that the signature is fallible. If the latter is true, then it is possible that subjects in the Toth et al. study also used an undetected generaterecognize strategy. In that case, we would expect to replicate the crossover pattern in the estimates of C and Table 2 Mean 
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Values in the last two rows were calculated using data only from subjects whose exclusion score for the indicated encoding task was greater than zero. Automatic estimates for new items in the last three rows were computed by collapsing across inclusion and exclusion items.
A for read and generate items found by Toth et al. We could also determine whether the A estimate for associate items is the same as the A estimate for read items, as predicted by the perceptual overlap account. Alternatively, the A estimate for associate items might be lower than for read items, in keeping with our contentions that (1) a generate-recognize process determines stem completion performance under inclusion-exclusion instructions and (2) conceptual encoding increases the probability that items will be recognized on exclusion trials, leading the independence equations to underestimate A.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 30 students from the same source as Experiment 1. Their median age was 18 years.
Materials, design, and procedure. The materials and design were the same as Experiment 1, but a few procedural changes were made to increase the probability that subjects would provide target completions under exclusion instructions. In the study phase, items were again presented in blocks defined by encoding task. Read items, however, were presented for 250 ms rather than until a response was made. This change was intended to prevent subjects from making free associations to read items and to make the read and associate tasks more distinctive. To make the associate items less memorable, subjects did not read the associate items aloud before providing an association. The test phase was made more similar to that of Toth et al. by eliminating practice trials. Finally, the cues OLD (inclusion cue) and FIRST (exclusion cue) were presented above and to the left of the word stem just prior to the stem's presentation.
As in Experiment 1, the test phase instructions for inclusion trials told subjects to use the stem as a cue to recall a word from the study phase. The exclusion instructions set a more strict criterion for rejecting potential completions than those used in Experiment 1. Subjects were told to complete the stems with the first word that came to mind unless they were sure that the completion they had generated was an old word. If subjects were not sure whether their completion was old, they were instructed to give it as a response. The complete test phase instructions appear in Appendix A. In all other respects, the procedure was the same as Experiment 1. A testing session lasted approximately 60 min.
Results and Discussion
The mean proportion of correct responses to generate cues in the study phase was .82. The proportion of stems completed with critical items on inclusion and exclusion trials as a function of encoding condition and the estimates of C and A computed using the independence equations are shown in Table 2 .
Inclusion scores for read and generate items were similar to those found in Experiment 1 and to those found by Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) . The inclusion score for associate items was not reliably higher than that for read items, F < 1, despite the elaborative conceptual encoding applied to the associate items.
This equivalence was not obtained in Experiment 1. Also unlike Experiment 1, the pattern of exclusion scores for read and generate items was similar to that found by Toth et al. The present instructions and procedure thus had the intended effect of raising the target completion rate under exclusion instructions.
It might be expected that evidence for a generaterecognize signature would be clear because subjects in Experiment 2 were given generate-recognize instructions on exclusion trials. Baseline performance on inclusion and exclusion trials, however, was identical, F < 1. In addition, as can be seen in Table 2 , the automatic estimates for all three encoding tasks were above baseline, ruling out the second component of the signature. Hence, despite our use of generate-recognize instructions, we found no evidence for a generaterecognize signature. These results, in conjunction with those from Experiment 1, support our proposal that exclusion criterion, rather than retrieval orientation, is the primary factor dictating the presence or absence of the generate-recognize signature in the experiments of Jacoby (1998) and others.
The absence of a generate-recognize signature and the similarity of our inclusion and exclusion scores to those of Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) suggest that their subjects may also have used a generate-recognize strategy. If so, both experiments should yield the same pattern of C and A estimates for generate and read items. Indeed, the same pattern was obtained, with the C estimate for generate items being higher than that for read items, F(1, 29) = 11.06, MSE = .039, whereas the A estimate was greater for read items than for generate items, F(1, 29) = 14.36, MSE = .016. The C estimate for read items was lower than that found by Toth et al., perhaps because of the very short exposure duration used here for read words. Even so, the A estimate for read items was significantly greater than baseline, F(1, 29) = 28.24, MSE = .014, showing that the read task did produce a reliable automatic influence of memory. The generate task, however, did not produce an A estimate significantly different from baseline, F < 1.2.
Although the results considered thus far replicate those of Toth et al. (1994; see also, Reingold, 1995) , given that the generate-recognize signature was absent one could argue that our subjects used direct retrieval despite being given generate-recognize exclusion instructions. The results from the associate encoding task, however, provide good reason to doubt this possibility. As expected, the C estimate for associate items was larger than for read items, F(1, 29) = 15.05, MSE = .042. The more interesting test concerns the A estimate. If subjects in Experiment 2 used direct retrieval, and if the Toth et al. perceptual overlap account of automatic influences of memory is correct, then the A estimate for associate items should be the same as that found for read items. This is because read and associate items received similar perceptual processing at study. If subjects used a generaterecognize strategy, however, and if such a model underlies test performance, then the A estimate for associate items should be lower than that found for read items. This pattern would result if associate items are more likely than read items to lead to awareness of past occurrence and be withheld on exclusion trials. Indeed, the A estimate for associate items was much lower than that for read items, F(1, 29) = 14.85, MSE = .020, and was not significantly different from baseline, F < 1. This outcome disconfirms what would be expected if both a direct-retrieval process controls responding and perceptual overlap determines automatic influences of memory. Our result does not rule out the possibility that only one of these propositions is valid.
On exclusion trials, three subjects never gave a target completion for associate items and two subjects never gave a target completion for generate items. Perfect exclusion of studied completions leads to an underestimation of A, so we followed Jacoby et al. (1993) and conducted additional analyses that omitted data from subjects who gave no target completions on exclusion trials for one or both of the two conditions being compared (see the last two rows of Table 2 ). The pattern of results obtained with this data set was the same as with the full data set, except that unlike Toth et al. (1994) , the automatic estimate obtained for generate items was now reliably greater than baseline, F(1, 27) = 4.61, MSE = .012.
One could argue that our subjects engaged in direct retrieval despite our instructions and that the observed estimates of C and A were valid. If that were the case, the low value of A estimated for the associate condition and the greater than baseline estimate of A for the generate condition would have to be interpreted as evidence against the perceptual overlap account of automatic influences of memory on stem completion. As an alternative, we propose that subjects in Experiment 2, as well as subjects in Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) , used an undetected generate-recognize strategy. The signature was not apparent in these experiments because the instructions encouraged subjects to withhold only completions they were sure they had studied. Experiment 1 showed that making subjects more likely to withhold completions can lead to a generate-recognize signature, whereas Experiment 2 showed that making subjects less likely to withhold completions eliminated this signature even though generate-recognize exclusion instructions were used.
In summary, Toth et al. (1994) suggested that the reliable automatic influence of memory for read items and the absence of such an influence for generate items were due to the purely perceptual nature of automatic influences of memory on the stem completion task. The results of the present experiment are clear, and do not support this process-pure description of automatic influences. The A estimate for associate items was not greater than baseline, and was significantly lower than that found for read items, despite the fact that these items had overlap in perceptual processing between study and test that was substantially similar to that for read items. The A estimate for associate items was instead comparable to that found for generate items. In light of these results, we suggest that when prior study includes a conceptual processing component, the undetected use of a generate-recognize strategy decreases the use of studied words in the exclusion task, thereby underestimating automatic influences of memory and overestimating controlled influences as computed with the independence equations.
Experiment 3
Another piece of evidence supporting the assumption that stem completion performance is independently affected by controlled and automatic influences of memory comes from the correspondence between results obtained using the inclusion-exclusion procedure and those obtained from a procedure relying on reports of subjective experience. In contrast to the inclusionexclusion procedure, the independence remember-know (IRK) procedure yields separate estimates of controlled and automatic influences of memory using only a single test phase instruction (Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997) . In the variant of the stem completion task that uses the IRK procedure, subjects are given direct-retrieval instructions. If they cannot recall an old word, they are to complete the stem with the first word that comes to mind. After the subject completes a stem, he or she classifies the completion as Remember (R) if some specific aspect of the encoding experience is remembered (e.g., the generation cue for a generate item), as Know (K) if the item seems familiar but no specific aspect of its encoding is remembered, or as New (N) if the subject does not believe that the word was presented in the study phase.
The relation between the IRK and inclusionexclusion procedures is assumed to be as follows. Inclusion performance is based on any target completion, regardless of its subsequent classification (i.e., I = R + K + N). Exclusion performance is defined by target completions that are classified as Know or New (i.e., E = K + N), since recollection (Remember) would lead to withholding of a response on an exclusion trial. By applying the independence equations, we have:
Although it need not always be the case, the IRK procedure has been shown to yield the same pattern of C and A estimates as the inclusion-exclusion procedure (Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997) . For example, Jacoby (1998, Experiment 2) used the IRK procedure to show that a manipulation of study duration affected the estimate of C but had no effect on the estimate of A.
In addition to showing a correspondence with the inclusion-exclusion procedure, Jacoby used this experiment to help refute a generaterecognize model. To test a generate-recognize model, the IRK results were compared to those in which a generate-recognize strategy was simulated using the existing IRK data. In this simulation, inclusion scores were defined as was done for the independence equations, but exclusion scores were obtained by assuming that both Know and Remember responses, rather than just Remember responses, would be withheld under exclusion instructions, yielding:
When a generate-recognize strategy was mimicked in this way, Jacoby (1998) found a paradoxical dissociation in which increased study duration increased the C estimate but decreased the A estimate. The simulated data also showed both indicators of a generate-recognize signature. These simulation results were taken as evidence supporting the independence model and as evidence that subjects had not engaged in a generaterecognize strategy.
We suggest, however, that it is possible that subjects in Jacoby's (1998) IRK experiment used an undetected generate-recognize strategy.
Empirical support for the possibility that a generate-recognize strategy could operate in the IRK procedure was sought in Experiment 3. That procedure was used in an attempt to replicate the underestimate of A for associate items relative to read items found using the inclusionexclusion procedure in Experiment 2.
In the IRK procedure, use of a generate-recognize strategy would result in more target completions for associate items than for read items being recognized and hence classified as Remember, leaving fewer to be classified as Know or New. Although this tendency would decrease both the numerator and the denominator of the independence equation for A, estimates of A decrease monotonically with increases in the proportion of completions classified as Remember assuming a fixed probability of using target completions. Encoding tasks that include a conceptual processing component, such as the associate and generate tasks, should produce high values of R and should therefore produce especially low A estimates relative to the estimate for read items. This outcome would extend the generality of the results of Experiment 2 and would demonstrate that the automatic influence of the associate encoding task is underestimated even when there is no exclusion task or withholding of completions in effect.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 24 students from the same source as Experiments 1 and 2. Their median age was 21 years.
Materials, design, and procedure. Experiment 3 was similar to Experiment 2, except for the following changes. In the study phase, read items were presented until a response was made, rather than for 250 ms as in Experiment 2. The purpose of this change was to bring the C estimate for read items closer to the level found in Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) and to make the perceptual experience of read and associate items more similar. In the test phase, subjects were given directretrieval instructions to use the stem as a cue to recall a studied word, and to use a studied word as their response when they could do so. If recall failed, they were to complete the stem with the first word that came to 
Note. Inclusion and exclusion scores were computed using the equations provided in the text. Values in the last two rows were calculated using data only from subjects whose exclusion score for the indicated encoding task was greater than zero. Automatic estimates for new items in the last three rows were computed by summing across Remember, Know, and New responses.
mind, or to pass if they could not think of any completion.
Following a stem completion response, subjects were asked to classify the completion in one of three categories: Remember, Know, or New. Subjects were told to classify their completion as Remember only if they remembered something specific about their encounter with the word in the study phase. Subjects were told to classify completions as Know when they experienced a feeling that the completion they gave was a studied word but could not recall specific details concerning their encounter with that word at study. Finally, they were to classify their completion as New if they thought it was a word that had not been studied. The complete IRK instructions are shown in Appendix A.
The cue Remember/Know/New was presented above the word stems throughout the test phase, to remind subjects of their judgment options. Subjects reported their stem completion first, then reported their memory judgment. Trials were paced by the experimenter's coding of the subject's responses into the computer. Following the test phase, subjects were informally asked about their strategies for classifying completions. Each subject required about 60 min to complete the experiment.
Results and Discussion
The proportion of correct target generations in the generate task of the study phase was .94. The proportions of stems that were completed with target words and classified as Remember, Know, or New are presented in Table 3 as a function of encoding condition. Subjects often reported specific details when queried after the experiment about their Remember responses, and their reports suggest they correctly followed the classification instructions for Know and New categories.
For comparison purposes, the classification responses were converted to inclusion and exclusion scores using the direct retrieval definition of these scores (i.e., I = R + K + N, E = K + N). The means of these scores are shown in Table 3 . Estimates of C and A were computed using the independence IRK equations shown above and the means of these estimates also appear in Table 3 .
The simulated inclusion and exclusion scores were in line with those found in Experiments 1 and 2, and were also similar to those of Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) . As in Experiment 1, the associate task led to a higher inclusion score than did the read task, F(1, 23) = 5.54, MSE = .010.
The baseline probability of completing a stem with a target completion was .31, in keeping with previous experiments. Inclusion and exclusion baselines were simulated from the IRK data by counting all completed stems in the new condition, regardless of the R-K-N classification in the inclusion baseline, and counting only those classified as K or N in the exclusion baseline. These baseline scores were very similar (.31 vs. .29) as was the case in the results reported by Jacoby (1998) . To test for the second component of a generate-recognize signature, estimates of A were compared to the overall baseline completion rate of .31. Although the automatic estimate for generate items was below baseline, that difference was not reliable, F(1, 23) = 2.79, MSE = .017, and was closer to baseline than other results that have been taken as evidence for independence (Reingold, 1995, Experiment 4) . The automatic estimate for associate items, however, was significantly lower than baseline, F(1, 23) = 6.49, MSE = .017, consistent with subjects using a generaterecognize strategy.
Given that we have argued that subjects use such a strategy, this result is not surprising. Because of the similarity between our subjects' read and generate scores and those of Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) , however, we compared the C and A estimates in the read and generate conditions. If our results replicate the pattern obtained by Toth et al., we would have support for our proposal that subjects in their experiment used an undetected generate-recognize strategy.
Indeed, the results of Experiment 3 replicated the crossover pattern found by Toth et al.: the C estimate for generate items was reliably higher than for read items, F(1, 23) = 81.97, MSE = .008, whereas the A estimate for read items was reliably greater than for generate items, F(1, 23) = 13.49, MSE = .020. The A estimate for read items was reliably greater than baseline, F(1, 23) = 6.75, MSE = .013, indicating a reliable automatic influence of memory for these items.
To be certain that these comparisons of the C and A estimates were not influenced by zero values for exclusion scores (which would occur if all completed stems in a condition were classified as Remember), we followed the procedure used in Experiment 2, whereby data from subjects with an exclusion score of zero in a relevant condition were omitted when comparing A estimates across encoding tasks. Three subjects had exclusion scores of zero for generate items and five had exclusion scores of zero for associate items. The mean A estimates resulting from omission of data from subjects with exclusion scores of zero for generate or for associate tasks are shown in the last two rows of Table  3 .
When the data from only those subjects who obtained simulated exclusion scores above zero were considered, the sole piece of evidence for a generaterecognize strategy disappeared.
For generate and associate items alike, estimates of A were not reliably different from baseline, Fs < 1.
Both of these estimates, however, were reliably lower than the A estimate for read items, F(1, 20) = 8.36, MSE = .020, and F(1, 18) = 10.83, MSE = .022 for generate and associate items, respectively.
As in Experiment 2, these results show that when a conceptually driven component is included in an encoding task, the process-dissociation procedure is prone to underestimate automatic influences of that episode on subsequent stem completion. It appears that following the associate encoding task, awareness of prior occurrence during the test caused completions to be classified as Remember rather than as Know or New, despite the fact that those completions should have come automatically to mind at the same rate as for read items. Thus, with the IRK procedure, as with the inclusion-exclusion procedure (Experiment 2), the A estimate for associate items is substantially lower than for read items even in the absence of evidence that a generate-recognize strategy was in effect.
Experiment 4
Experiment 4 was designed to address two issues. The first issue involved ruling out an alternative account of why the automatic estimate for associate items was lower than for read items in Experiments 2 and 3. One could argue that blocking the study phase trials by encoding task could lead subjects to form impoverished perceptual encodings for blocks of associate items, relative to blocks of read items. Perhaps, for example, giving an association somehow limits the amount of perceptual encoding associate items receive. If perceptual encoding completely drives the automatic influence of memory on stem completion, then the low automatic estimate for associate items could have occurred because the perceptual encoding of associate items was altered in some way, not because subjects had engaged a generaterecognize process.
Since the generate-recognize signature was absent in Experiments 2 and 3, the claim that subjects engage in that strategy depends in large part on the behavior of the associate items relative to the read items. Therefore it was important to replicate the pattern of A estimates for the read and associate items under conditions that make it unlikely that different perceptual encodings could be produced.
To rule out possible differences in the perceptual encoding of read and associate items, the read, associate, and generate tasks were randomly mixed in Experiment 4, rather than being blocked as in the earlier experiments. On read and associate trials, visual display of target words was identical: each target was presented for 500 ms.
On read trials, after the 500-ms presentation, the word disappeared and the next trial began.
On associate trials, after the 500-ms presentation a row of question marks appeared, cuing the subject to provide an association. Subjects were told to come up with an association only when they saw a row of question marks. Thus, the study phase in Experiment 4 was expected to produce identical perceptual encodings for read and associate items because both were treated identically until after the target disappeared from view. If our variant of a generate-recognize model is correct, then the automatic estimate for associate items should still fall below that for read items under these conditions.
The second issue we return to in Experiment 4 is whether retrieval orientation instructions play a role in determining whether a generate-recognize signature is produced. Thus, the inclusion-exclusion procedure was used again in Experiment 4. Unlike Experiments 1 and 2, however, direct-retrieval instructions were used for both inclusion and exclusion trials. Critically, as in Experiment 2, the exclusion instructions were again designed to ensure that subjects withheld only those completions they were sure corresponded to studied words. If the use of a direct-retrieval versus a generaterecognize instructions is important, a different pattern of A estimates should be obtained in Experiment 4, relative to the pattern found in Experiment 2. In particular, if direct-retrieval instructions lead subjects to withhold completions only on the basis of direct retrieval, the assumption of independence between controlled and automatic processes would be met. In that case, and assuming that the perceptual overlap hypothesis is correct, the A estimates for read and associate items should be equal in Experiment 4 because both sets of items receive the same amount of perceptual encoding during study. Alternatively, if subjects use a generate-recognize strategy regardless of the retrieval orientation encouraged by the instructions, then inducing them to be selective in withholding completions on exclusion trials should reproduce the pattern of A estimates found in Experiment 2 with no evidence of a generate-recognize signature.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 28 students from the same source as Experiments 1-3. Their median age was 19 years.
Materials, design, and procedure. Experiment 4 was much the same as Experiment 2, with the following changes. First, the study phase trials for the three encoding tasks were randomly mixed instead of blocked. Subjects were told that they would be performing two different tasks in a random order.
The generate instructions were the same as those used before. Read and associate task instructions were combined to define the second task for the subjects. Subjects were told that if a single word appeared on the screen, they should read the word aloud. If, and only if, a row of question marks appeared after the word was read, the subject was to say aloud the first word that came to mind. In either case, the word was presented for 500 ms and was then erased. Following a read trial, the next trial began within 1 s after the target was erased. On associate trials, the row of question marks appeared immediately after the target was erased. The study phase began with 18 practice trials (six for each encoding task) presented in random order. The 84 critical trials (28 for each encoding task) were then presented in random order. A short break was given after the first 42 critical trials.
The test phase instructions were similar to the generate-recognize instructions used in Experiment 2 but emphasized use of direct retrieval on both inclusion and exclusion trials (see Appendix A). Importantly, as in Experiment 2, the exclusion instructions encouraged subjects to withhold only those completions they were sure had been studied. The cue words OLD and NEW were used to cue inclusion and exclusion trials, respectively. Both inclusion and exclusion instructions emphasized that subjects should pass to the next stem if, after a few seconds, an appropriate completion could not be produced. This approach was taken to decrease the possibility that subjects might offer the old word on exclusion trials just to get through the experiment quickly. A testing session required about 60 min to complete.
Results and Discussion
The mean proportion of correct responses to the generate cues in the study phase was .92. Table 4 shows the proportion of stems completed with critical items as a function of encoding condition, as well as the estimates of controlled and automatic influences of memory.
As in Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) , inclusion scores for read and generate items were not reliably different, F(1, 27) = 2.33, MSE = .025. The inclusion score for associate items was reliably higher than that for read items, F(1, 27) = 7.81, MSE = .013, indicating that associate items benefited from conceptual processing.
This result was also observed in Experiments 1 and 3. Exclusion test performance for read and generate items was quite similar to that found by Toth et al., and none of the exclusion means were near floor.
Before examining the estimates of C and A obtained from the independence equations, we checked for the signature of a generate-recognize strategy.
First, baseline performance on inclusion and exclusion trials was not reliably different, F(1, 27) = 1.17, MSE = .004. Second, the mean estimates of A computed with the independence equations for generate and for associate items were not reliably below the average baseline completion rate, F(1, 27) = 2.81, MSE = .013 for generate, F < 1 for associate. Once again, the mean estimate of A for read items was reliably above baseline, F(1, 27) = 9.03, MSE = .009. Thus, by the usual tests, there was no evidence of a generaterecognize signature.
There was a crossover pattern in the estimates of controlled and automatic influences of memory between read and generate items, just as in Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2 ; see also Reingold, 1995) . The estimate of C for generate items was greater than for read items, F(1, 27) = 24.36, MSE = .040, but the reverse was true for the A estimate, F(1, 27) = 14.58, MSE = .016. So far the results are consistent with the view that subjects independently apply controlled and automatic influences of memory in the stem completion task. The finding that the A estimate for generate was not different from baseline, while that for read items was higher than Table 4 
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Note. Values in the last two rows were calculated using data only from subjects whose exclusion score for the indicated encoding task was greater than zero. Automatic estimates for new items in the last three rows were computed by collapsing across inclusion and exclusion items.
baseline also supports Toth et al.'s conclusion that automatic influences of memory depend on perceptual overlap.
The parameter estimates for the associate items followed a pattern very similar to that of generate items. The estimate of C was larger for associate than for read items, F(1, 27) = 19.06, MSE = .037, due to the conceptual component that the associate encoding task invoked. On the perceptual overlap account, because read and associate items share the same amount of perceptual processing overlap between study and test, their automatic estimates should be the same. On the generate-recognize account, in contrast, even if perceptual overlap is crucial, the greater likelihood of recognizing associate items should cause subjects to withhold many of these responses on exclusion trials. Withholding these responses will drive the automatic estimate for associate items below that for read items. Indeed, as in our earlier experiments, the A estimate for associate items was reliably lower than that for read items, F(1, 27) = 7.69, MSE = .013. Once again, the A estimate for associate items more closely resembled that found for generate items, which were also conceptually encoded.
Two subjects had exclusion scores of zero for associate items and two others had exclusion scores of zero for generate items. Estimates of A can be artificially reduced by such scores, so the tests for a generate-recognize signature and analyses involving A estimates were recomputed, omitting data from subjects with a zero exclusion score for items involved in the analysis. The resulting mean estimates of A are shown in the last two rows of Table 4 . These analyses produced the same pattern of results as when data from all subjects were considered.
Given that our emphasis on direct retrieval was stronger than that used by Toth et al. (1994) --because our instructions emphasized direct retrieval on both inclusion and exclusion trials--we suspect that subjects' exclusion performance is not strongly determined by direct-retrieval or generate-recognize instructions. Instead, exclusion performance seems to be determined primarily by the exclusion criterion set for withholding completions that come to mind.
Experiment 5
The identical presentation of read and associate trials in the mixed study phase of Experiment 4 helps to rule out the possibility that perceptual encoding of the read and associate items was different. In Experiment 5, we used a second method to test whether perceptual encoding of associate items was inferior to that of read items or perhaps suffered from a change of context brought about by testing these items in the absence of the associate that was generated during study. An indirect word-stem completion test was used in which subjects were instructed to give the first completion that came to mind. If the perceptual encoding of associate items is somehow impoverished or if these items suffer from a context change between study and test, then fewer target completions should be given to associate items than to read items on this indirect test. If the perceptual encoding of associate items and read items is functionally equivalent, as we have assumed, then indirect test performance on associate items should be comparable to that found for read items.
Note that on the generate-recognize account we have presented, read and associate conditions may well Table 5 
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produce similar stem completion rates despite the fact that associate items receive elaborative conceptual encoding (e.g., Richardson-Klavehn, Clarke, & Gardiner, in press). In our generate-recognize account, memory performance is strongly determined by the constellation of retrieval cues used in the generationproduction stage. We expect that when trying to complete stems with the first word that comes to mind, subjects are unlikely to engage in deliberate retrieval attempts that would involve construction of retrieval cues that could benefit items in the associate condition. Rather, the perceptual cues provided by the word stem would be used in similar ways for both read and associate items. Moreover, given the implicit nature of the indirect test, subjects likely do not consistently engage the recognition-evaluation process, so associate items should receive little if any benefit from their greater potential for being recognized.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 45 students from the same source as Experiments 1-4. Their median age was 18 years.
Materials, design, and procedure. Experiment 5 was identical to Experiment 4, except rather than being given inclusion and exclusion instructions, subjects were given indirect test instructions asking them to complete each stem with the first word that came to mind. No mention was made of the relation between words on the study and test lists. After the experiment, each subject was asked whether the relation between study and test items was noticed, and if word stems were completed with the first word that came to mind or through a conscious attempt to complete stems with studied words (i.e., direct retrieval).
Results and Discussion
In the study phase, the mean proportion of correct responses to generate cues was .81. The proportion of target completions for each encoding condition on the indirect test appear in the first row of Table 5 . Consistent with the assumption that perceptual encoding of associate items was not compromised by the requirement to produce an associate in response to each target word, the stem completion probability for associate items was at least as high as for read items. In fact, the small advantage for associate over read items approached significance, F(1, 44) = 3.23, MSE = .009, p = .08. Completion rates for associate items were reliably higher than for generate items, F(1, 44) = 13.89, MSE = .008, and read items produced marginally higher completion rates than generate items, F(1, 44) = 3.29, MSE = .009, p = .08. All three encoding tasks led to much greater target completion performance than was observed for nonstudied items.
If an indirect test of memory is affected by conscious attempts to recall old words, that process would tend to benefit associate items over read items. To address this possibility, we examined subjects' responses to the questions about their stem completion strategies. Although all 45 subjects reported noticing that some of the completions they produced were studied words, only seven of the subjects stated that they tried to use old words to complete the stems. When the data from these seven subjects were removed (see row 2 of Table 5), the resulting difference between associate and read items was not reliable, F < 1. The advantage for associate and for read items over generate items was significant, F(1, 37) = 14.81, MSE = .008, and F(1, 44) = 7.85, MSE = .008, respectively. The latter result replicates the pattern found by Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) in their indirect test and previous results with the word fragment completion test Weldon, 1991) .
One might argue that if conceptual encoding operations contribute to automatic influences of memory on the stem completion task, then the associate condition should have yielded a higher completion rate than the read task. This expectation, however, is based on the assumption that elaborative conceptual encoding operations have a substantial effect on the probability of generating a target completion. Contrary to that assumption, Masson and MacLeod (1992; have proposed that interpretive encoding operations--those that enable the initial identification of a stimulus--are responsible for priming effects on subsequent indirect tests of memory that involve word identification. On this account, elaborative encoding operations, which may be invoked after a stimulus has been identified (as in producing an associate to a word that has just been read), influence conscious recollection of an item's prior occurrence, rather than initial identification of the item. In support of this proposal, Masson (1997, 1999) showed that associate and read encoding tasks produced similar amounts of priming in a masked word identification task and a speeded word reading task, although associate items were much more likely to be recollected on a recall or recognition test.
Our finding that associate and read items produced similar amounts of priming on an indirect test of stem completion is evidence against the view that requiring subjects to provide an associate in response to a read word somehow detracted from perceptual encoding of that word. Rather than ascribing the low estimates of A for the associate condition seen in Experiments 1-4 to a perceptual encoding problem, we argue that it is much more plausible that those estimates were a product of an increased likelihood of recognizing studied completions in the associate condition. This increase in recognition reduced stem completion scores under exclusion instructions (or their equivalent in the IRK procedure), leading to low estimates of A. We further contend that a similar underestimation effect occurred with generate items, which showed reliable priming in the indirect test.
Consistent with other results (MacLeod & Masson, 1997; Richardson-Klavehn et al., in press), the priming effect involving generate items on the indirect test was smaller than the effect found with read and associate items, indicating that automatic influences of memory on the stem completion test can be stronger when based on perceptual rather than conceptual components of a prior stimulus identification episode. The basis for the priming effect arising from the generate encoding task, however, is not assumed to be elaborative conceptual processing. As discussed above, we propose that it is the interpretive encoding of the target (i.e., the initial identification of the target achieved by generating it from a conceptual cue) that subserves priming on the stem completion test Masson & MacLeod, 1992 ; see Richardson-Klavehn et al. for a different view of how the generate encoding task produces an automatic influence on stem completion).
Experiment 6
In a further attempt to reduce the influence of conscious recollection on the indirect test used in Experiment 5, we used a divided attention manipulation at test in Experiment 6. It was of particular interest to determine whether dividing attention, which should rule out contributions of conscious recollection, would result in a lower target completion rate in the associate condition than in the read condition. If conscious recollection of associate items during the indirect test in Experiment 5 were compensating for an impairment in the perceptual encoding of these items, then under divided attention in Experiment 6, associate items should fare worse than read items. On the other hand, if dividing attention has a similar effect on these two encoding conditions, there would be no support for the idea that the associate encoding task led to impoverished perceptual encoding of target words. We also wanted to determine whether dividing attention at test would substantially reduce completion of generate items; if priming in that condition were primarily due to conscious recollection, dividing attention at test should reduce stem completion performance relative to the read condition. In contrast to this possibility, if priming in the generate condition is produced by automatic influences of memory, the effect of dividing attention in this condition should be similar to its effect in the read condition.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 20 students from the same source as Experiments 1-5. Their median age was 18.5 years.
Materials, design, and procedure. Experiment 6 was identical to Experiment 5, except at test subjects completed two blocks of stems under indirect test conditions, one under full attention and one under divided attention.
The order of the blocks was counterbalanced across subjects.
For the divided attention test block, subjects heard a tape-recorded list of single digits presented at a rate of one per second. They were asked to tap the table with a pen whenever they heard the digit "two" or the digit "three" spoken. Pilot testing indicated that it was too difficult for subjects to listen for the presentation of three consecutive odd digits while completing stems (cf. Jacoby, 1998, who used this technique when dividing attention at study). Subjects were told that it was important for them to maintain performance on both tasks.
They were prompted by the experimenter to pay more attention to the digit task if they missed more than two target digits in a row, or to the stem completion task if they took longer than approximately 15 seconds to complete a stem. When debriefed at the end of the testing session, subjects reported finding the divided attention task to be very challenging.
Results and Discussion
In the study phase, the mean proportion of correct responses to generate cues was .87.
The mean proportion of target digits missed during the divided attention block of trials at test was .26. Table 6 shows the mean proportion of target completions produced on the indirect test under full and divided attention for each encoding condition.
The completion means show that there was a substantial priming effect for all three study conditions, even under divided attention. The completion data were submitted to an ANOVA with encoding task (generate, read, associate, and new) and attention condition (full and divided) as repeated measures factors. This analysis indicated that there was a reliable effect of encoding 
Mean and Standard Error of Proportion of Stems Completed with Target Word Under Full and Divided Attention in Experiment 6
task, F(3, 57) = 58.62, MSE = .009. The effect of dividing attention approached significance with higher completion rates observed in the full attention condition (.47 vs. .42), F(1, 19) = 3.99, MSE = .024, p = .06. The interaction between attention condition and encoding task was not significant, F < 1.
Differences among study conditions were further examined by two additional ANOVAs that included attention condition as a factor. The first compared the completion rates for read and generate items; it did not produce any reliable effects, Fs < 2.07. In the other ANOVA, read and associate items were compared and there was a reliable advantage for associate items, F(1, 19) = 5.99, MSE = .008, that did not interact with attention, F < 1.
This result contradicts the possibility that the trend for an advantage for associate items over read items in Experiment 5 was due to conscious recollection.
It also suggests that the perceptual encoding of words in the associate condition had not been compromised.
In addition to the marginal effect of dividing attention on stem completion, a second source of evidence for the effectiveness of the divided attention manipulation is the proportion of trials on which subjects failed to provide a completion. The mean proportion of pass responses is shown in Appendix B. These data were analyzed in an ANOVA with encoding task and attention condition as repeated measures factors. There was a reliable effect of encoding task, F(3, 57) = 14.17, MSE = .006, indicating that subjects passed most often on stems in the new condition. There were reliably more pass responses in the divided attention than in the full attention condition (.23 vs. .18), F(1, 19) = 10.63, MSE = .011, but there was no interaction between encoding task and attention condition, F < 1.
The results of Experiment 6 demonstrate that dividing attention, which should have substantially reduced the contribution of conscious recollection to stem completion, did not differentially affect stem completion probability as a function of encoding task. This outcome was observed even though there was evidence that dividing attention did affect stem completion performance--by reducing target completion rates and by making it less likely that subjects could generate any completion. Taken together with the results of Experiment 5, these results suggest that conscious recollection played little role in stem completion performance on the indirect test even for items in the generate and associate conditions. They also support the conclusion that perceptual encoding of associate items was not substantially different from and certainly no worse than that of read items.
The small advantage of associate over read items suggests that elaborative conceptual encoding can enhance stem completion. There was a trend in this direction in Experiment 5, but it was not sustained when subjects who reported trying to respond with studied completions were excluded from consideration. Moreover, Richardson-Klavehn et al. (in press) found no advantage for semantic elaboration over phonemic elaboration on a subsequent stem completion task. The inconsistency of the influence of elaborative conceptual encoding on stem completion could be taken as an indication that the effect is weak. Alternatively, we note that Experiments 5 and 6 compared an elaborative (associate) and nonelaborative (read) pair of encoding conditions, whereas Richardson-Klavehn et al. compared two elaborative conditions that involved different types of elaboration--semantic or phonemic. Their results could be interpreted to mean that both types of elaboration contribute equally to priming on the stem completion test, or that neither type of elaboration makes a contribution. Similarly, Richardson-Klavehn and Gardiner (1998) found equal priming on an indirect test of stem completion with each of three kinds of elaborative encoding task (graphemic, phonemic, and semantic), but it is unclear whether the elaborative processes were making equal or null contributions to priming. Further experiments comparing elaborative and nonelaborative encoding tasks will be needed to resolve this issue. Jacoby (1998) tested two multinomial models of stem completion, a direct-retrieval model and a generaterecognize model. In the direct retrieval multinomial model (summarized in Appendix C), it is assumed that a target completion is produced through one or more of three processes--conscious recollection, an automatic process, or guessing--all of which operate independently. Guessing refers to the probability that without prior study of a target completion, that completion is provided in response to a stem cue. In previous applications of the independence equations, as in Toth et al. (1994) , guessing was included in the estimate of the automatic process. Baseline performance (stem completion for new items) was subtracted from that automatic estimate to obtain a pure estimate of the influence of the specific study experience involving the target completion. In the generaterecognize multinomial model, target completions are assumed to be generated either through an automatic process or by guessing, operating independently, and are then subject to a recognition check.
Multinomial Modeling of Stem Completion
Jacoby (1998) tested these two models using data from experiments in which he manipulated instructions to subjects. When instructed to use a direct retrieval strategy, subjects produced data that were well fit by the direct-retrieval model. When subjects were tested under generate-recognize instructions, the direct-retrieval model failed to fit the data, whereas the generaterecognize model provided a good fit to the results. The generate-recognize model, however, did not fit the data from the direct-retrieval instruction condition. This pattern of fits supported the conclusion that subjects use either a direct retrieval or a generate-recognize strategy, depending on the instructions they receive, and that the models tested by Jacoby provide reasonable accounts of those two different strategies.
We further tested the direct-retrieval model by applying it to the data from the experiments reported here that used the inclusion-exclusion procedure (Experiments 1, 2, and 4), to comparable experiments from Jacoby (1998, Experiments 1 and 3) under a modified set of parameter constraints, and to the two experiments from Toth et al. (1994) . In addition, we developed a variant of Jacoby's generate-recognize model and tested its ability to fit those three sets of experiments. In our modified version of the generaterecognize model, we took into account the possibility that multiple completions might come to mind when a subject is presented with a stem. Under inclusionexclusion instructions, if the target completion comes to mind but is not recognized, the probability that it will be provided as the completion depends on how many alternative completions came to mind and perhaps which completion came to mind first. To represent this aspect of stem completion, we added an additional parameter to the model to represent the probability that the target completion is chosen as the response, assuming it had been generated but not recognized. The full specification of this generate-recognize multinomial model is provided in Appendix C.
The purpose of developing an alternative generaterecognize model was to determine whether a single model could provide a reasonable account of results from all three sets of experiments. The fact that neither the direct retrieval nor the generate-recognize models tested by Jacoby (1998) could account for results obtained under both direct-retrieval and generaterecognize instructions in his experiments poses one challenge to this enterprise. Moreover, our proposal that a generate-recognize model can account for results from the process-dissociation procedure, even when there is no signature of a generate-recognize process, is put to the test by the attempt to fit this alternative model to a rather wide range of experimental results.
Current Experiments
The direct-retrieval and generate-recognize models were fit to the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 4 reported here. For the latter two experiments, we did not attempt to fit the data from subjects who were perfect in their exclusion of studied items in a particular encoding condition; that is, the observed data were based on the results shown in the E > 0 rows of Tables 2 and  4. In fitting the two models to the data of these experiments, we adopted the following parameter constraints. First, for both models, if the inclusion and exclusion instructions did not lead to reliably different probabilities of completing stems with the target word in the new condition, we constrained the guessing parameter (G) for those two conditions to be equal, thereby gaining one degree of freedom for the model fitting procedure; otherwise, G was free to vary across the two conditions. Second, we fit the direct-retrieval model to the data using two different sets of constraints on the automatic parameter (A). In one case, we set A in the generate condition equal to zero but allowed it to vary freely for the read and associate conditions. This approach is consistent with the view that the generate condition produces no automatic influence of memory on the stem completion task (as per Toth et al., 1994) . It also allows the possibility that perceptual encoding of associate items was in some way compromised relative to the perceptual encoding of read items, leading to a lower estimate of A in the associate condition. In the other case, we constrained A to be equal in the read and associate conditions and placed no constraint on A for the generate condition. This approach is consistent with the fact that read and associate items were displayed in the same way and with the results of Experiments 5 and 6, which indicated that perceptual encoding was no worse for associate than for read items.
To be consistent with the conclusions reached by Toth et al. (1994) and Jacoby et al. (1993) , the estimate of A should be close to zero in the generate condition but greater than zero for the read and associate conditions. For both fits of the direct-retrieval model, the parameter for conscious recollection (C) was free to vary in all three encoding conditions, although it was expected to be larger for the generate and associate conditions than for the read condition.
Third, we assumed that for the generate-recognize model the automatic generation of the target completion (A) was equally likely across all three encoding tasks (generate, read, and associate). This constraint is a strong one, given that we have proposed that the generation component of the generate-recognize process can be affected by deliberate attempts to retrieve specified targets (e.g., Weldon & Colston, 1995) . We adopted this constraint in part because indirect test performance was similar for these encoding tasks in Experiment 5 and 6, suggesting that generation probabilities were similar for these tasks. Moreover, this constraint provided the same number of degrees of freedom in testing the model as were available in the test of the direct-retrieval model. The recognition parameter (C) was allowed to vary freely for each of the encoding conditions.
Model fitting was accomplished using a Macintosh version of Hu's (1995) multinomial binary tree (MBT) program, known as AppleTree (Rothkegel, 1997) . As with the MBT program, AppleTree uses an expectationmaximization algorithm to converge on the maximum likelihood estimators for the parameters (Hu & Batchelder, 1994) . For the fits reported here, the goodness-of-fit was measured using G 2 , which is a function of the likelihood ratio test (see Riefer and Batchelder, 1988) and is distributed approximately as χ 2 (Read & Cressie, 1988) , so that if G 2 is large, the fit of the model to the data is poor, whereas if G 2 is small, the fit is good. To avoid rejecting a model because of slight deviations from the observed pattern of data, the type I error probability for rejection was set at .005 (Erdfelder & Bredenkamp, 1998; Jacoby, 1998 Jacoby, , 1999 . Even with this value for type I error, power to detect a small deviation from the observed data (w = .1; Cohen, 1988) was most often greater than .99 and never less than .97 for the model fits reported here. The results of fitting the direct-retrieval and generaterecognize models to Experiments 1, 2, and 4 are shown in Table 7 . The direct-retrieval model was unable to fit the results of Experiment 1, which exhibited a clear signature of a generate-recognize strategy. With the constraint that A be equal to zero in the generate condition, the direct-retrieval model failed to fit the data from Experiment 2, but it provided a reasonable fit for Experiment 4 (p > .005). That fit, however, yielded a lower estimate of A for the associate condition than for the read condition (.04 vs. .13), which is inconsistent with the implications of Experiments 5 and 6 regarding perceptual encoding in those two conditions. When A was constrained to be equal in the read and associate conditions, the direct-retrieval model was able to fit the results of both Experiments 2 and 4. For those fits, however, estimates of A in the generate condition were greater than zero and even larger than the estimates in the read and associate conditions. This pattern of estimates is not consistent with the conclusion reached by Toth et al. (1994) , namely that the generate encoding task does not produce an automatic influence of memory on stem completion.
The generate-recognize model produced reasonable fits to the data from all three experiments. Estimates of recognition probability, C, showed the expected pattern of higher values for the generate and associate conditions than for the read condition. The estimates of T, the probability of selecting the target completion when it was not recognized, varied from .50 to .87. Lower values of T suggest the availability of a greater number of completions.
Jacoby (1998) Experiments
The direct-retrieval and generate-recognize models were fit to the data from both direct-retrieval and generate-recognize instruction conditions of Experiments 1 and 3 reported by Jacoby (1998) using the same method and parameter constraints described above, with two exceptions for the generate-recognize model. First, because there were only two encoding tasks, not enough degrees of freedom were available to allow T freely to vary when fitting the data from subjects given generate-recognize instructions; a degree of freedom was lost when fitting data for those subjects because baseline stem completion varied across inclusion-exclusion instructions, preventing us from holding G constant across those instructional conditions. Therefore, when fitting the generaterecognize model to data from subjects given generaterecognize instructions, we constrained the value of T to be equal to 1.0. The rationale for this constraint was that in the generate-recognize inclusion instructions used by Jacoby, subjects were told to respond with the first word that comes to mind.
Under these instructions, it is reasonable to expect that only one candidate completion is considered on a particular trial and that it is given as the response with probability 1.0.
Second, an additional constraint was implemented when fitting the generate-recognize model to the data from subjects in the direct-retrieval condition. We found that the optimal fit in these cases involved unrealistic estimates of A that reached the ceiling value of 1.0. To circumvent this problem, we adopted the constraint of allowing A to take on a maximum value of .75. This value was chosen because it still enabled the model to produce reasonable, though not the optimal, fits to the data. For the direct-retrieval model, following Jacoby (1998) , the constraint applied to estimates of A was that they be equal for the two encoding conditions.
The parameter estimates and goodness of fit measures for the two models are shown in Table 7 . As reported by Jacoby (1998), the direct-retrieval model provided a good fit for the direct retrieval subjects (even with the added constraint of equal values of G in the inclusion and exclusion conditions), but was unable to fit the results from the generate-recognize subjects. Unlike the generate-recognize model tested by Jacoby, the version we developed provided an adequate fit for both groups of subjects in both experiments. These fits produced, as expected, larger estimates of C for the full attention and the long study duration conditions than for the divided attention and short study duration conditions. Two other aspects of these fits of the generaterecognize model are of interest. First, estimates of A were greater for the direct-retrieval subjects than for the generate-recognize subjects.
This difference is consistent with our proposal that instructions to attempt to remember studied completions can lead to a greater probability that such completions will come automatically to mind, relative to instructions that request subjects to respond with the first word that comes to mind. Second, and consistent with the first point, the C estimates were higher for subjects given generate-recognize instructions than for subjects given direct-retrieval instructions. This pattern of C values is consistent with our proposal that the generate-recognize instructions used by Jacoby resulted in subjects recognizing and therefore withholding more target completions than did the direct-retrieval instructions. (A g = 0) .00 . 
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Results of Model Fitting for Direct-Retrieval and Generate-Recognize Models
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; the criterion for rejection of a model was set at .005 (see text for details).
Note. Parameters: A = automatic process, C = controlled process of recollection (DR model) or recognition (GR model), G = guessing process, T = target selection probability (GR model only). Parameter subscripts representing different encoding conditions: g = generate, r = read, a = associate, i = inclusion, e = exclusion, f = full attention, d = divided attention, ld = long duration, sd = short duration, s = semantic, n = nonsemantic.
Toth et al. (1994) Experiments
The direct-retrieval and generate-recognize models were also fit to the data from the two experiments reported by Toth et al. (1994) . The model fitting procedure and parameter constraints used were similar to those used to fit the data from our experiments. For Experiment 1, we constrained both models such that estimates of A were equal for the two encoding conditions. The optimal fit of the generate-recognize model to the data for Experiment 1, however, led to estimates of A that were at the ceiling value of 1.0. To obtain a more realistic, although less than optimal fit, we constrained A to be no greater than .75, as for the fits of the Jacoby (1998) data from the direct-retrieval condition. Also, in fitting the direct-retrieval model to Experiment 2 it was not reasonable to constrain A to be equal for the read and generate conditions, given the data and conclusions reached by Toth et al. Rather, we constrained A to be equal to zero in the generate condition in keeping with the proposal that the generate task produces no automatic influence of memory on stem completion.
The results of fitting these two models to the Toth et al. (1994) data are shown in Table 7 . Both models produced reasonable fits to the data from both experiments. The fits of Experiment 2 are particularly interesting, given the very different pattern of A estimates produced by the two models. The generaterecognize model, however, produced very different estimates of A across the two experiments (.75 vs. .39). There is no obvious reason for estimates of A to be so different in these two experiments, so we attempted an additional fit of the generate-recognize model to the data of Experiment 2. For this fit, we constrained A to be equal to .75 for the read condition, which is the value used in the fit of Experiment 1 and in the fit of the data from subjects in the direct-retrieval condition of the Jacoby (1998) experiments. For the generate condition, we allowed A to vary freely. Given that the indirect test used by Toth et al. in their Experiment 2 yielded substantially lower stem completion in the generate condition, we expected that an optimal fit of the generate-recognize model would assign A a value lower than .75 for that encoding condition. The results of this fit are shown in Table 7 . Indeed, the estimate of A for the generate condition was lower than .75, but--in contrast to the fit of the direct-retrieval model--it was much greater than zero.
Discussion
Although in some cases estimates of A in the generate-recognize multinomial model had to be constrained to prevent them from reaching ceiling, this model was able to capture the observed patterns of inclusion and exclusion scores from experiments in which both C and A estimates computed using the independence equations changed across the levels of a manipulation (Experiments 1, 2, and 4; Jacoby, 1998, Experiments 1 and 3, generate-recognize groups; Toth et al., 1994, Experiment 2) , as well as from experiments in which the independence equations produced estimates of A that were invariant even though estimates of C changed (Jacoby, 1998 , Experiments 1 and 3, direct retrieval groups; Toth et al., 1994 , Experiment 1). Jacoby's (1998) generate-recognize model was not able to fit his direct-retrieval data, but our version was able to do so by adding a parameter, T, that represented the likelihood that a generated but unrecognized target completion would be given as the response. In the fits of our generate-recognize model, T ranged from .50 to .87 when not constrained to be equal to 1.0. Lower values of T imply that multiple completions are considered in response to a word stem. In those instances in which T was set to 1.0, our generaterecognize model was functionally identical to Jacoby's version. Thus, considerable power was gained by assuming that more than one completion can come to mind when a person is presented with a word stem.
One might argue that the direct-retrieval model would have provided adequate fits to a broader range of data had an additional parameter been incorporated into that model. We tested this possibility by adding the T parameter to the direct-retrieval model shown in Appendix C. In this extended version of the directretrieval model, whenever the target completion was generated by A or by G , but not by C, then with probability T the target completion was given as the response and with probability 1-T a nontarget was used. This is the same way in which T was used in the generate-recognize model. When this extended version of the direct-retrieval model was used to fit the data sets summarized in Table 7 , no change in the goodness of fit was observed relative to the original direct-retrieval model that did not include the T parameter.
To its credit, the direct-retrieval model was able to produce very good fits to experiments reported by Jacoby (1998) , for conditions in which direct retrieval was emphasized in the instructions to subjects, and to the experiments reported by Toth et al. (1994) . This model's fits to the remaining sets of data led either to rejection of the model or produced estimates of A that conflict with the perceptual overlap account of priming in stem completion. Toth et al. and Jacoby et al. (1993) claim that automatic influences of memory, as we have tested them, should be completely driven by prior perceptual processing. If this claim is correct, then restricting A for the generate condition to be zero, or restricting estimates of A for the read and associate conditions to be equal to one another, should have produced good fits of the direct-retrieval model to the data from our experiments, while at the same time producing reasonable values for the unrestricted A estimate(s). We observed, however, that when A was set to zero in the generate condition, the estimate of A was much lower in the associate condition than in the read condition--a pattern that is at odds with the results of Experiments 5 and 6. When the restriction that A be equal in the read and associate conditions was in place, the estimate of A in the generate condition was actually larger than the value obtained for the read and associate conditions. These outcomes are inconsistent with the view that the direct-retrieval model combined with the perceptual overlap account of priming provides an adequate account of the influence of study episodes on stem completion performance.
General Discussion
Using the process-dissociation procedure, Toth et al. (1994) reported that reading words, but not generating words, led to an automatic influence of memory on a subsequent stem completion test. That pattern of results was attributed to a fundamental constraint on the nature of automatic influences of memory that can be brought to bear on the stem completion task and certain other purportedly data-driven indirect tests of memory; namely, that only perceptual encoding operations can produce an automatic influence of memory on such tests. The experiments reported here were designed to test this conclusion and a more general assumption underlying the application of the process-dissociation procedure to the stem completion task: that controlled and automatic memory processes independently influence stem completion performance.
We propose that estimates of automatic influences of memory arising from conceptual encoding operations may be artificially attenuated when computed using the independence equations applied by Toth et al. (1994) . This attenuation arises from a generate-recognize process adopted by subjects in which stem completions come to mind automatically and then are submitted to a recognition check. We assumed that conceptually encoded items, such as those generated from semantic cues, would be more likely to be recognized than read items when they come to mind as candidate stem completions and therefore are more likely to be withheld on exclusion trials. This proposal was tested in experiments designed to replicate the Toth et al. results in which read and generate encoding tasks were compared.
In addition, however, we included an associate encoding task that was expected to be diagnostic of the generate-recognize process that we propose governs performance of the stem completion task. Associate and read items had the same perceptual overlap between study and test, whereas the associate items also were subjected to conceptual encoding that was not applied to read items.
We found that the A estimate for associate items was much lower than for read items when assessed using either the inclusion-exclusion procedure (Experiments 2 and 4) or the IRK procedure (Experiment 3), paralleling results recently reported by Richardson-Klavehn & Gardiner (1998) and Russo et al. (1998) . An alternative explanation for these results, that responding with an associate somehow impaired the perceptual encoding and hence the estimate of A for these items, was ruled out in Experiments 4-6.
In Experiment 4, read and associate items were randomly mixed at study and associate trials were post-cued to ensure identical perceptual encoding of read and associate items. This post-cuing produced the same pattern of C and A estimates as found in Experiments 2 and 3 when items were blocked by encoding condition at study. In Experiment 5, read and associate tasks produced very similar performance on an indirect version of the stem completion test when subjects who reported intentionally using studied words were excluded from consideration. In Experiment 6, a divided attention manipulation provided evidence that stem completion performance on associate items on an indirect test was not supported by conscious recollection, yet exceeded performance on read items. Moreover, the results for the associate items (Experiments 2-4) were obtained in conjunction with a replication of the Toth et al. (1994) results for read and generate items. The observed attenuation of estimates of A for associate items indicates that estimates of A obtained for generate items may also have been attenuated for the same reason and suggests that a similar attenuation may have been operating the Toth et al. study as well.
Reassessing Automatic Influences of Memory
Our findings suggest that factors other than the perceptual overlap between study and test affect the process-dissociation procedure's estimate of automatic influences of memory on stem completion. Although we agree that differences in perceptual overlap may affect the automatic estimate on this test, that estimate can be artifactually attenuated when a study episode includes conceptual processing operations. This attenuation is not always evident, as in the comparison of semantic and nonsemantic encoding tasks by Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 1) . In that case, estimates of A produced by the independence equations were very similar for the two encoding tasks, despite a substantial difference in the involvement of conceptual processes during encoding.
We suspect that no attenuation was observed in the Toth et al. (1994) experiment for two reasons. First, the perceptual encoding of items in the semantic and nonsemantic tasks was very different (the latter involving vowel counting) and placed items in the nonsemantic condition at a disadvantage for subsequent stem completion (e.g., Richardson-Klavehn & Gardiner, 1998; Weldon, 1991; Whittlesea & Brooks, 1988) . This possibility is supported by lower performance on nonsemantic items on the indirect test. Although Toth et al. attributed that effect to involvement of conscious recollection on the indirect test, our indirect test results in Experiments 5 and 6 question whether conscious contamination played a significant role in producing that difference. Second, the exclusion instructions used in Toth et al.'s Experiment 1, more so than those used here, may have made subjects likely to respond with a target completion when uncertain about whether it had been studied. This willingness to respond with studied completions would, to some degree, offset the attenuation observed in our experiments. As evidence for the differential impact of exclusion instructions in the Toth et al. experiment and in our Experiments 2 and 4, we observe that target stem completion under exclusion instructions was higher in the semantic condition of the Toth et al. experiment (.33 ) than in the comparable associate condition of our Experiments 2 and 4 (.25 and .23).
The underestimation of unconscious processes by the process-dissociation procedure observed here calls into question the generalization offered by Toth et al. (1994) that other apparently perceptual indirect tests of memory are not affected by automatic influences of memory for conceptual encoding operations. For example, Toth et al. concluded that Masson and MacLeod's (1992) finding of equivalent priming for read and generate items in the masked word identification task was likely the result of conscious recollection of generate items rather than a result of genuine automatic influences of memory. Even if the generate encoding task does not produce reliable automatic influences on the stem completion task, generalizing this conclusion to other indirect tasks seems risky.
MacLeod and have suggested that purportedly perceptual tests such as masked word identification and stem completion may be affected to different degrees by automatic influences of prior conceptual encoding. The presentation of the entire word in the masked word identification task might be more likely to recruit conceptually encoded information than the presentation of part of a word, as in the stem completion task. Therefore, it may turn out that prior conceptual processing produces stronger automatic influences in tasks such as masked word identification (e.g., MacLeod & Masson & MacLeod, 1992) and speeded word reading (MacLeod & Masson, 1999) , where more appropriate cues for recruiting prior conceptually driven encoding episodes are provided.
The results obtained here and by others suggest that it is premature to conclude that automatic influences of memory on supposedly perceptual indirect tests of memory are entirely perceptual in nature. Just as Jacoby and his colleagues (e.g., Jacoby, 1991; Jacoby et al., 1993; Toth et al., 1994) have shown due concern about assumptions of process purity regarding contributions of controlled and automatic influences of memory to indirect memory task performance, we propose that similar concern should be raised about process purity with respect to conceptual and perceptual automatic influences of memory on those same tasks. On this view, the principles of transfer-appropriate processing do not depend on purity of tasks with respect to conceptual and perceptual processing. Instead, as suggested by Roediger and Blaxton (1987b) , indirect and direct tests of memory may vary along a continuum with respect to relative degree of influence of perceptual and conceptual components of prior encoding episodes.
An article by Wagner, Gabrieli, and Verfaellie (1997) provides an example of why one should be concerned about the validity of the automatic estimates produced by the process-dissociation procedure following conceptual study. Wagner et al. (Experiment 3) reported that a picture naming task led to a smaller influence of familiarity (i.e., automatic processing) than did a word reading task when a stem completion test was administered using inclusion-exclusion instructions. They interpreted this result as evidence that familiarity in the stem completion task was determined by the perceptual overlap between study and test. This finding contrasted sharply with two other experiments Wagner et al. reported, in which estimates of familiarity for picture encoding were higher than for word encoding in a recognition memory test using the two-list discrimination procedure (Jacoby, 1991) . This pattern of results led Wagner et al. to conclude that two different forms of familiarity were operating.
Our findings suggest that because picture naming involves greater conceptual encoding than does word naming (e.g., Weldon & Roediger, 1987) , the familiarity estimate Wagner et al. obtained for picture naming items may have been artifactually reduced by awareness of prior occurrence and withholding of target responses on exclusion trials. Moreover, Mulligan and Hirshman (1997) provided evidence that estimates of familiarity in the two-list recognition procedure are not process pure with respect to recollection and familiarity. Rather, the familiarity estimates are also affected by aspects of recollection that do not contribute to list discrimination. Those aspects of recollection most likely would be greater for the picture naming items than for the word reading items. Thus, estimates of familiarity in the two-list recognition procedure may also be affected by differential awareness of prior occurrence, but in the direction opposite to what we have found for estimates of automatic processes in the stem completion task. This analysis calls into question the Wagner et al. (1997) conclusion that two separate familiarity mechanisms are at work in recognition and in stem completion. Finally, we do not wish to imply that Toth et al. (1994) deny that conceptual encoding can produce automatic influences of memory. In fact, Toth et al. make it clear that conceptually based automatic influences do occur, such as when aspects of the original encoding context are reinstated at test (see also . For example, using the process-dissociation procedure, Jacoby (1996) showed that on a word fragment completion test providing a context word that had appeared with a fragment's target completion during study produced an automatic influence of prior conceptual encoding. Toth et al. make it equally clear, however, that no such conceptual automaticity is expected when perceptual indirect tests provide only isolated and degraded retrieval cues, as in the word-stem completion task. It is this conclusion that we have questioned.
Reconsidering the Evidence for GenerateRecognize versus Direct Retrieval
A central assumption underlying the equations used with the process-dissociation procedure is that controlled and automatic influences of memory operate independently.
Aside from the debate about the influence of possible correlations between controlled and automatic processes on estimates of C and A (e.g., Curran & Hintzman, 1995 Jacoby, Begg, & Toth, 1997; Jacoby & Shrout, 1997) , the evidence for independence based on process dissociations continues to be controversial.
That evidence comes from experiments in which a factor affects estimates of C and A in opposite directions (e.g., generate vs. read encoding tasks; Toth et al. 1994) or affects one estimate but not the other (for summaries, see Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby, Begg, & Toth, 1997; Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997) .
The results of the present experiments challenge the original interpretation of process dissociations observed when encoding tasks that differ in conceptual processing are compared. Demonstrations that estimates of A remain invariant under conditions that cause C to change, on the other hand, appear quite convincing. Curran and Hintzman (1997) have challenged those results on various grounds including a concern about statistical power to detect changes in A estimates (but see Jacoby & Shrout, 1997 , for a response). The generate-recognize multinomial model presented here provides another basis for reconsidering whether invariance in estimates of A represents strong evidence for assuming independence between C and A (see also, Hirshman, 1998) . Although the fits of our generaterecognize model were, in some cases, not as good as those of the direct-retrieval model, the generaterecognize model was able to fit data showing invariance in estimates of A as well as results showing differences in estimates of A, while maintaining the assumption that consciously recognized items are a subset of automatically generated items.
The generate-recognize signature. We have shown that a generate-recognize model can reproduce results taken as support for independence, and that such a model is consistent with the pattern of estimates of A observed in the current experiments and in Russo et al. (1998) . This model must also explain, however, why a generate-recognize signature has been detected when instructions encourage a generate-recognize strategy but not when direct retrieval is encouraged (Jacoby, 1998) . Jacoby and colleagues (Jacoby, 1998; Jacoby, Begg, & Toth, 1997; Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997; have proposed that directretrieval instructions produce independent influences of C and A, whereas generate-recognize instructions create a redundancy relation between these processes that produces the characteristic signature described in the introduction. Hence, one must use direct-retrieval instructions and show that there is no generate-recognize signature to legitimately apply the independence equations.
The results of the experiments reported here reveal an important problem with this strategy. The generaterecognize signature was completely absent in Experiment 2 when generate-recognize instructions were used, and was also absent in Experiments 3 and 4 when direct-retrieval instructions were used. These experiments yielded a pattern of results that replicated the read and generate conditions of Toth et al. (1994, Experiment 2) and at the same time showed clear evidence that estimates of A were attenuated when conceptual encoding operations were involved in the study phase.
These attenuation effects signal a violation of the independence assumption that was not indicated by tests for a generate-recognize signature.
We argue that rather than having their primary influence on retrieval orientation, the test instructions used by Jacoby (1998) to induce direct-retrieval versus generate-recognize strategies instead have a more important influence on the exclusion criterion subjects set for withholding studied completions that are generated and subsequently recognized. The generaterecognize instructions used by Jacoby clearly invite subjects more often to reject potential completions than do his direct-retrieval instructions. Consistent with this interpretation, in our Experiment 1, instructions encouraging subjects to withhold studied completions produced a generate-recognize signature even though the instructions invited the same retrieval orientation as those used by Toth et al. (1994) . In Experiment 2, instructions encouraging subjects to withhold only completions they were sure were studied eliminated the signature even though generate-recognize exclusion instructions were used. In Experiment 4, the same exclusion criterion was used as in Experiment 2, this time in conjunction with a direct-retrieval exclusion instruction, and again there was no signature.
Thus, it appears that the criterion for withholding completions set by the exclusion instructions is a significant factor in producing a generate-recognize signature. When the IRK test procedure, which does not involve an exclusion test, was used in Experiment 3, no signature was found because the instructions encouraged subjects to classify as Remember only those completions they were sure were they had studied. If subjects could be induced to be very liberal in their use of the Remember judgment, conversion of the IRK data to inclusion and exclusion scores would be expected to produce a generate-recognize signature.
Reconstructive
Memory: A ProductionEvaluation Version of the Generate-Recognize Process
The preceding arguments represent a challenge to the view that direct retrieval plays a significant role in the stem completion task. Instead, there is substantial evidence to take seriously the claim that subjects engage a generate-recognize process.
In the present experiments, similar automatic estimates were obtained for generate and associate items despite major differences in the extent of their perceptual encoding during study. This finding suggests that some factor associated with conceptual processing, a component shared by the two encoding tasks, is working to produce artificially low automatic estimates. A viable candidate factor is awareness of prior occurrence, a process RichardsonKlavehn and colleagues have termed involuntary conscious memory (e.g., Richardson-Klavehn et al., 1994 . Simply put, items to which conceptual encoding has been applied are more likely at test to be recognized and hence withheld on exclusion trials than items that do not receive conceptual processing.
The pattern of estimates of A in the present experiments provide some support for the claim that a redundancy model may be more appropriate than an independence model in making a distinction between controlled and automatic processes (e.g., Jacoby & Hollingshead, 1990; Joordens & Merikle, 1993) . On a plausible version of a redundancy model, the retrieval process is inherently automatic and the products of retrieval (e.g., stem completions) become potential candidates for conscious awareness (see also, . Conscious processes would then operate on these automatically generated contents. Under such a model, automatic influences of memory would be estimated simply using the inclusion score, and controlled influences would still be calculated as the difference between inclusion and exclusion scores. We have suggested that such a model must allow the possibility of differential generation across conditions (e.g., the second fit in Table 7 of the generate-recognize model to Experiment 2 of Toth et al., 1994) because different encoding conditions (1) may make retrieval cues such as word stems differentially effective and (2) may lead to the use of different internally generated retrieval cues, possibly in a controlled way, and this can affect generation of targets (e.g., Weldon & Colston, 1995) .
More radically, Whittlesea (1997) has argued against the notion of retrieval from memory in favor of a reconstruction account.
Rather than retrieving an encoding episode for a particular item, the reconstruction account proposes that subjects operate on the stimulus compound which consists of a stimulus, a purpose, and a context, all of which can be internal or external events. Consistent with the proposition that awareness of prior occurrence is a constructive process, rather than a direct result of retrieving a memory representation, Jacoby and Whittlesea (e.g., Jacoby & Whitehouse, 1989; Whittlesea, Jacoby, & Girard, 1990; Whittlesea, 1993) have shown that false "remembering" can be induced by manipulating fluency of processing. Items that are more fluently processed, either because of display conditions (e.g., priming or variations in masking) or because of contextual support (e.g., goodness of fit in a sentence context), are more likely to be judged as having occurred earlier, regardless of whether there actually was a previous encounter. Thus, subjects can fail to distinguish a feeling of familiarity produced by prior occurrence from a similar feeling created by the conditions under which the stimulus is presented.
On Whittlesea's (1997) account, inclusion and exclusion performance on tasks such as stem completion are functions of production and evaluation processes, rather than functions of controlled and automatic retrieval processes. When a stimulus is the object of processing, the production process consists of the stimulus compound cuing memory representations for relevant prior experiences, akin to the generation portion of a generate-recognize process. Memory for those prior experiences serve as resources to enable skilled processing of the stimulus (e.g., a completion for a stem comes fluently to mind). An evaluation process assesses the fluency of stimulus processing and potentially makes an attribution about that fluency.
For example, fluent processing may be attributed to a previous encounter with the stimulus, which amounts to a constructed awareness of prior occurrence, analogous to the recognize portion of a generaterecognize process. An attribution involving awareness of prior occurrence may result from an evaluation of the processing fluency by which an item or contextual detail associated with that item (e.g., the associate given during the encoding phase for items in the associate condition of our experiments) came to mind. If processing fluency exceeds what would be expected given the nature of the stimulus compound (e.g., the word stem on an exclusion trial) the stimulus will be judged as having been studied. If completions and associated contextual information that come to mind for associate and generate items are deemed to have been efficiently produced, those completions will likely be withheld on exclusion trials, producing the underestimation we observed in the present experiments.
Rather than retrieving a memory for an earlier event consciously or unconsciously, then, the productionevaluation model of reconstruction proposes that memory for prior events automatically contributes to the fluency of current processing and an attribution about that fluency constructs the experience of awareness of prior occurrence.
On this account, decisions about putting forward or withholding possible stem completions under inclusion and exclusion instructions turn on a constructed awareness of past occurrence, rather than conscious versus unconscious retrieval processes.
Experiment 2
The second phase of the experiment is a word-stem completion task. You will be presented with the first three letters of a five letter word (e.g., piz--). Your task is to complete the five letter word (e.g., "pizza"). No plurals or proper names are allowed as completions.
Some of the stems will appear on the screen with the cue 'OLD', indicating that you should use the stem as a cue to recall a word from the first phase of the experiment (i.e., where you read words, generated them, or gave an associate to them). Complete the stem with that word. If you cannot recall an earlier-presented word, complete the stem with the first word that comes to mind. Complete as many of the stems as possible. Say "pass" if you cannot think of an appropriate completion.
Some of the stems will appear on the screen with the cue 'FIRST', indicating that you should complete the stem with the first word that comes to mind unless you are sure that the word is from the first phase of the experiment. If you are sure that the word you came up with is old, then try to come up with another completion. If you are not sure that the word you came up with is old, go ahead and complete the stem. If the only completion you can think of is a word that you are sure is from the first phase, then say "pass." However, each stem can be completed with more than one word, so try to complete as many stems as possible.
Experiment 3
The second phase of the experiment is a word-stem completion task. You will be presented with the first three letters of a five-letter word (e.g., piz--). Your task is to use each stem as a cue to recall a word (e.g., "pizza") that was presented in the first phase of the experiment (i.e., where you read words, generated them in a sentence, or gave an association to them). No plurals or proper names are allowed as completions. If you can recall an old word, use that word as the completion for the stem. If you can't recall an earlier presented word, complete the stem with the first word that comes to mind. If you can't think of a word that fits, it's okay to say "PASS." After you have completed each stem, you are to tell [the experimenter] whether the completion you gave is one you REMEMBER was presented earlier, KNOW was presented earlier, or is NEW (was not presented earlier).
Say "REMEMBER" only if you can remember something specific about your encounter with the word in the first phase of the experiment (e.g., you may remember an image, some personal significance of the word that you thought of when it was presented, or the way it looked on the computer screen). Say "KNOW" if you have a feeling that the word you used was presented earlier but you do not remember any specific details about the earlier encounter. Say "NEW" if you think the word did not appear in the first phase of the experiment.
Experiment 4
The second phase of the experiment is a word completion task. You will be presented with a word stem consisting of the first three letters of a five letter word (e.g., piz--). Your task is to complete the stem (e.g., "pizza"). No plurals or proper names are allowed as completions. Some of the stems can be completed with an old word, that is, a word from the first phase of the experiment that you read, generated, or to which you gave an associate. Other stems can be completed only with words that were not presented in the first phase. On each trial, a word stem will appear with a cue.
If the cue is the word 'OLD', use the stem as a cue to recall an old word. If you can recall an old word, complete the stem with that word. If you cannot recall an old word, complete the stem with the first word that comes to mind. Complete as many of the stems as possible. Say "pass" if after a few seconds you cannot think of an appropriate word.
If the cue is the word 'NEW', again use the stem as a cue to recall an old word. If you are sure that the word you come up with is old, then try to come up with another word to complete the stem. If you are not sure whether the word you come up with is old, then go ahead and complete the stem with that word. Complete as many of the stems as possible. Say "pass" if after a few seconds you cannot think of an appropriate word or if the only word you can think of is one that you are sure is old. 
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Appendix C
Description of Direct-Retrieval and GenerateRecognize Multinomial Models
Direct-retrieval model
The direct-retrieval model we tested was the same as that tested by Jacoby (1998) . The specification of this model is provided in Table C1 and consists of three parameters: C, the probability of consciously controlled recollection of a target completion; A, the probability that an automatic influence of memory produces the target completion; and G, the probability that the target completion is produced by a guessing process independent of the influence of possible prior study in the experiment.
Generate-Recognize Model
The generate-recognize model we developed was an extension of the generate-recognize model described by Jacoby (1998) . Our version of the model included the same three parameters as the version tested by Jacoby: C, the probability of recognizing a target completion (representing a consciously controlled process), given that it has been generated; A, the probability of generating a target completion; and G, the probability that the target completion is generated by a guessing process independent of the influence of possible prior study in the experiment. In addition, we assumed that when completing a stem it is possible that multiple completions come to mind. In a generate-recognize model, the availability of alternative completions reduces the probability of responding with the target completion under inclusion or exclusion instructions when that completion comes to mind but is not recognized. To capture this aspect of stem completion performance, we introduced an additional parameter, T, that represents the probability of responding with the target completion given that it was generated but not recognized. Larger values of T indicate a reduced probability that completions other than the target come to mind. The specification of this generate-recognize model is provided in Table C1 .
Table C1
Direct-Retrieval and Generate-Recognize Multinomial Models of Stem Completion ---------------------------------------------------------------------------Instruction condition,
Instruction condition, item, and parameters Response item, and parameters
Response ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Direct-retrieval model Generate-recognize model
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